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-~ FOREWDRD

Investigation of the application of computer techniques to the analysis

of the syntactic and semantic structure of natural language was began in

February 1960 under Air Force Contract AF 30(602)-2185. The project began

with an investigation of the structure of an artificial language suitable for

storage and retrieval of information (see First Quarterly Report, May 1, 1960),

but turned immediately to the development of routines for the analysis of

English preparatory to any translation of natural language materials into an

artificial language. Since it was deemed an essential feature of any artifi-

cial language that each sentence should consist of a single subject and a

single predicate, work was started early on clause boundary marking routines,

work which has *ntinned until the present; many successive routines have been

hand-tested, and several programed (currently for the 13( 709). In order to

test such routines a taped corpus was essentia for this purpose the book

Plaet Earth by Karl Stumpff (Ann Arbor, 1950) was completely key-pinched and

taped. For further work on scientific 9lish, an additional corpus of 45

articles (five each for the fields of Mathematics, Physics, Astronomy, Agriculture,

Geology, Chemistry, Engineering, Biology, and Medicine), totaling about 120,000

words, was selected by standard randomizing procedures under the direction of

Professor Douglas Elson of the Indiana University Psychology Department. L

list of these articles in presented in Appendix XVII. Since the routines have

not yet been adequately checked out on the preliminary corpus, this random

corpus has not yet been punched.

Since any syntactical routines (including clause bracketing) required

detailed form-class information on all words in the text, a complete dictionary

of Planet Earth was prepared with form-class information coded for each entry.
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As the routines have changed, the coding requirementp have also been revised,

and we are not prepared to state that our present coding is even yet all that

is needed.

Since two of the requirements of an artificial language was originally

judged to be minimum vocabulary (elimination of synonyms and derivatives) and

automatic coding of as many words as possible, work was also begun early on a

suffix,.stripping routine which would automatically convert such words as

"inclusion" into "include + N abstract" with all the codings automatically

attachable to words formed with this suffix. (See Third, Fourth, and Fift%

Quarterly Reports.) Work on this portion of the project has been temporarily

shrlved to deal with higher-priority projects; but it is hoped that eventually

this can be taken up and prefixes (such as un-, re-, etc.) also dealtf with in

a similar manner. A much reduced and altered version of the affix routines

has, however, been developed for use with the clause routines and the ambiguity

routines. The need for these latter routines was also seen very early; since

form-class assignments are required for cla~se-bracketing, and since many such

assignments are ambiguous in English, routines were developed, and have been

constantly improved, for eliminating such ambiguities.

To prepare the way for improvement of our suffix routines, the need was

felt for a more complete reverse-alphatetized dictionary than was available

in Walker's Rhyming Dictionary (the only published lexicon with this arrange-

ment) and a program was written (and is available) for the reversing of

Merriam-Webster's New Collegiate (1959), and five print-outs of this alphabet-

ization were made (of which two have been forwarded to RADC), This work was

done before the similar project carried on at the University of Pennsylvania,

and it is believed that the two dictionaries in large measure complement

each other.
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Abstract

Uer the title A tusto .an M Agvs (gr4Ully Allomat on of

General resatr) m hre a bee 000S .e tVds the dev4rat of a

device which would process and store copletely unedited ,tsh language

texts and print out answers t9 qustion roggdin these texts presented to

it in their natural Zangu4gs fewv4 e .Jpm h rallpod requires that the

computer itself snt actioelly analy* Input text in order to convert it into

.,a special form called 1LU,, which. preserve ony. th4t usto iWorntion

wdbh is oftif for 4ata rtrieval pposes, In their FL forms sentences

can be compared to determie the 4egree of +tkeir relatlonship to each other

In respect to both word-mang and propotmol walg. A high correlation

between a text sentence and a question Unioates that the text sentence is

a relevant answer.

The problems of construction a device of the kind proposed are discussed

in some detail. The repo*t also describes ax approach to the ehanical

analysis of language. It also eontains an amoeet of a version of AM

ahd of certain prelmary exporimntp $n wig)hh5p qyntactic Imnermtion.

The fourth section briefly lists the coned]luso and recsoendations, both

positive and negative, which may be drawn frm the. woft of the project.
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General Discussion

The work reported upon here is intended as a contribution to the study

of the problem of direst comunmioation between men and computers through the

medium of natural language. It deals with the design of a device which would

efficiently store a large body of data fed into it in the form of completely

unedited natural language texts, and answer any question posed to it in

natural language regarding these texts. The construction of programs to carry

cut crtain procedures which would form a necessary part of the operation of

such a device are described in sows detail. It could be agreed that, as they

stand, these procedures - indeed, the choice of certain of these procedures

for development rather than others - represent fairly drastic cospromisesihen

compared with what might be regared as the ultimate goal in this field of

research. This is true. The model described here is intended to satisfy the

minimu requirements that a priori can be denanded of such a device if it is

not to produce insignificant results. Its purpose is mainly heuristic.

Lacking such a device it seems difficult, if not impossible, to see how better

results could be obtained. Its ridization would establish a context in which

empirical experiments could be conducted. bIaunatSin of the results I of these

experiments would suggest the best ways in which ioprovements could be made.

The approach followed differs in certain important respects from other

information retrieval experiments. While obviously having much in comon with

mechanical document retrieval systems it differs from them in ating at entirely

dispensing with the human abstracter who prepares a speoialLy organized text

which is then translated into a machine language for transmission to the com-

puter; documents are retrieved through the recognition of certain key words or

of a combination of key words occurring the the stored abstract and the infor-

mation requst,
1



Although sharing many of the problems encountered in developing

techniques for the production of mechanical abstracts it differs from this

work particularly in the matter of scope. The intention here in to enable

the :.adhino not to select from a text those parts which, in accordance with

oerMain zbuilt-in criteria, are rated as most significant, but to handle the

whole text. This would remove the risk of the total loss of some information

due to the machine having to act under the limitation of restrictive

pre-judgments concerning what is to be considered important in certkin Vinds

of texts - somiiing which must obviously change Ath different people and

different tims. It also means that a very much higher standard of pro ision

can eventually be expected. The computer will not merely supply a list of

references to documnts which contain data relevant to a particular request

for information. If problems of storage spaoo can be overcome the machine

should be able to print out the actual data itself. Failing this is should be

able to Drovide something as precise as page and line references.

Without ceasing to be useful for information retrieval puryes the computer

can become a *question-ansverert,

An automatic question-answerer, Baseball is already in operation at

M. 1. T,1  The computer stores information from a restricted field (the date,

place and score of every game played in the American League in 1959) fed into

it in the form of a special machine language. Questions regarding this data,

phrased in natural language (Iglish) and ranging over a fairly wide degree

of lexical and syntactical variety, are automatically answered. The outstanding

feature of the device is its capacity to carry out quite complex procedures which

enable it to answer questions of a considerable degree of complexity.

A question like, sIs it tras that every team played at least once in each

ball-park during the month of August?0 for example. In this particular

1. See'Baseball: An Automatic Question-Answrer1. Bert F. Oreon, Jr., Alice K. Wolf,

Carol Chmky, and Kenneth Laughery Proo WJCC, Los Angeles, Calif. May 9-f1, 1961
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respect Baseball goes beyond the kind of device proposed here. It
differs from it also in two other respects. First, although the machine

automatically processes the questions put to it, the date it stores is fed into

it in an already processed form. Second, the data it operates upon is of

a very special kind. The model for the device appears to be a quiz-oompetitor.

The machine answers rightly or with "don't know#. The device we propose is

modelled upon more usual human behavior. Under ordinary circumstances the

giving of a direct answer to a question is fairly unusual. More typical is

the phenomenon psychologists call lanswer by M ,i That is to say,

when questioned one tends not to answer the questioner directly but by

presenting him with the informatioOl'at one's disposal which seems most germane
4

to his query. It is this facility that we wish the computer to simulate.

The advantages of building this capacity into an information=retrieval

device and the difficulties of accomplishing this aim are now discussed.

Consider the case of a computer with the following sentences stored in its

memory. i The boy hits the ball and (ii) The girl drinks the coffee. It is

desired to program the computer in such a way that in response to the question

Does the boy hit the ball? Sentence (i) and not Sentence (ii) will be

printed out, It is assumd that no system of labeling sentences is to be

employed. The machine is to interpret the question itself as an instruction

to search the memory for the sentence which )utches it most closely. The

question provides a pattern the elements of which are the individual words.,

A search is initiated for patterns which coincide with that contained in the

question. This is the simplest infomation retrieval situation involving a

natural language text 8Ml * natural language question. Notice that already

we have to allow for a certain degree of tolerance in matching patterns. If

-3-



only exact matches are to be accepted then Sences(i) will not be retrieved

since it contains one less word (also a different punctuation mark if these are

to be counted). This must obviously be allowed for, We would wish sentences

like (iMi) The boy hits the ball hard and (iv) The boy hits the bfl. every tim

to be retrieved in response to this question if they formed part of the

corpus, Notice also that the sentences (v) The bko never hits the ball

and (vi) ,The bo did not bit the ball would also be considered sinficant

answers. In matching patterns the occurrence of negative elements can be

ignored. Negative answers are as likely to be relevant as positive answers.

A failure to retrieve any answer at all is to be interpreted as "don't know*, not

Ono,.

Now consider a slightly more complicated situation. We substitute for

Sentence (i) Sentence (vii) The boy strikes the ball. The same question

is posed. If we specify that t is the sentence which offers the closest match

that is to be chosen Sentence (vii) will be printed out and not Sentass (i).

Bet now the notion of tolerance has to be considerably extended. The match is

made on the recognition of the comeon pattern The boy-the ball. This would

mean that the sentence (viii) The boy kicks the ball (ix) The boy avoids the

ball and (x) The boy reeomizes the ball if added to the corpus would be

retrieved at exactly the same time as Sentence (vii). Yore disturbing still,

if (xi) The boy enjoys the ball is added to the corpu3 it too will be retrieved

as a relevant answer.

It seems then that The boy--the ball cannot be regarded as a sufficiently

well-defined pattern for its occurrence in the question sentence and the

corpus sentence to be taken as a criterion for the retrieval. This decision

prevents the noise sentences being printed out. It still leaves the problem of

retrieving Sentence (iii) which on all counts is a relcvant answer to the

question.
-4-



The solution adopted demands that strike be considered as being an

element of the same type as hit. There is, of Course, strong intuitive

motivation for this. The notion is reflected, though perhaps not very

precisely, by an entry in a thesaurus - a list of words all substitutable for

at least one other word in the list in some context or other. We have postponed

discussion of the important question of the construction of a thesaurus

for purposes of information retrieval from mtui!.i language. For the moment

we assume that the computer is also supplied with a dictionary and that

against each entry is a list of numbers corresponding to those heading

thesaurus entries in some standard work like Rotets Thesaurus. A look-up

routine now reveals that hit and strike have an identical entry. The question

sentence and Sentence (vii) are now treated as sharing the same three-element

pattern. Sentence (vii) is chosen and the rest rejected.

Identical listings in a thesaurus are rare and in an ideal thesaurus

probably non-existent. On the other hand partial overlappsig are frequent.

It is reasonable to suppose that the words hit and kick, for example, would

occur together in at least one thesaurus cluster. An extension of the present

method would interpret thz d"teotio~f this overlap as indication that kick

also fills out the pattern but in a less exact manner. So that The bor kicks

the ball is printed out in response to the question Does the boy hit the ball?

but only after The boy strikes the ball has already been retrieved. These

machine responses can be equated to the replies 0YesO and 'No, but he kicked it".

The point is that the second of these might be relevant information. Whether

it actually is or not can only be decided by the operator, not the machine.

A further improvement is suggested by the observation that in Roret t s

Thesaurus the principle of arrangement is such that a list of terms comprising

-5-



one entry is likely to be immdiately followed by one made up of a list of

their opposites. The fact that a negative maser is likely to be as relevant

as a positive on suggests that in so.. oases adjacent clusters should be

merged. This would bring hit and miss together in the sam cluster, and since

it can be assmed that miss and avoid also occur in the same list, this

extension of the notion of negative responses mans that Sentence (ix) will also

be printed out.

Let us assme that each tim the machine reoognises a match betmen the

lexical itms in a question and those in a stored sentence it makes a sizple

computation. Let us say thatT& soores 1 for a ful match h : Mfl or Z&i

strike and I for a partial match hit k , h tMod. The search for matches

now produces a rough kind of ordering of the sentenoes in the oorpu in terms

of their relevance to the question. Ignoring words such as definite articles

'which occur in no thesaurus entries Sentences (i) and (vii) soore 3,

Sentences (vLii) and (ix) 2*, Sentences (x) and (xi) 2 and Sentence (1i) 0.

If the program mre designed in such a way as to ensure that the sentences were

printed out in descending order there v=.d be no need to decide beforehand on

a out-off point, i.e. a sore blow which no sentence is printed out. Once the

operator observes one sentence in the print-out that he regards as irrelevent

he can stop the production of oftput on the assumtion that the rest of the

information contained in the corpus is irrelevant to his particular need.

Increasing the number of potential matches by associating with each word

a list of thesaurus entries does not reme all the problems. In fact it

introduces new problems. Consider the Sentences (xii) The yell-behaved airl

sips her coffee and (xiii) Coffee is ood to drink and the qr.*tion Does the

young ladv drim coffee? Computing matches inthe .ay previously suggested

-6-



we find that both text sentences make the same soare (xii) (Young) 1aft

g:Lrl4, sips: drivb'4 coffee: coffee 1 Total 2, (xiii) coffee: coff"A' 1*

drnlamil Total 2. Thus although the system enables (xii) which has only am.

exact match to score the same as the irrelevant(xiii)t which has two, it

fails to establish any priority for it. retrieval It also mans that the

noise sentence (xiv) A Utast for liguid honey is characteristic of iONUMrnu

female bears, where tat liquid, inglaure and feal all score I points,

would also be retrieved. The difficulty cannot be overcome by making a rule

that matching patterns must not only contain the same words but the same words

in the same order. One would obviously want to retrieve ()Coffe is drun

by all wafl-bred Yount ladies, which would be rejected by such a rule

To overcome this difficulty we advance the %vpothe .is that the lack of

discrimination in the information-retrieval u~tems so far developed arises

from the fact that they utilise only sematie intemz..atou and fall completely

to make use of syntactic ?nouin hey fW1 to reacomime that (to Pat It

the Aflest fashion possible) Sentence (3dWi Is gabovil fft adisrato hp

to drinking. It is reasonable to claim that this in z4..eted In the statoinut

that (to use the m*a neutral grammatical terminology awailaba~e) the syJS.I

of (xii) is S=. ihile the M~o of (xv) is cosea. Sentences which have

words, or words from the am thesaurus cluster, in commn are more closely

related from our point of view than those which do not. But the factor which

contro~ls how closely these sentences are related is the extent to which the

coinn elements share "~~ same places in their syntactical luttern. Matching

procodures based on syntactic information can be made oinoely comprehensive.

A match between the subject of Sentence (a) and & ubjeot of Sentence (b) is

obviously more significant than a match between the ofbtat ot Smxtem (a) and

-7-



the object of Sentence (b), but this second match is still important. It is

more important than say a match be-ween the subct of Sentence (a) and a modi-

fier of the object of Sentence (b). Yet this fact too might not be without

significance and provisinn for it can be made in the system.

The question of the explanatory power of 'mars has only recently

begun to interest linguists. Its importance is a direct tcoim of the deci-

sion taken by certain linguists to make the goal of syntactical studies not

the elaboration of procedures by mans of -ih linguistic data can be

classified, but the construction of grammars which are their theories of sentence

structure. 2 Since the observable data such a theory has to cover is

infinite it must be generative. A grammar of this kind is structured as

a calculus which generates all and only the well-formed sentences ; of a

language. Given a complete grammar of a language, for any well-formed sen-

tence of that language there should exist in it an ordered set of formulae

which would generate this sentence. This is expressible as an ordered (brack-

eted) string of syntactic symbols and constitutes a syntactical analysis of

the sentence. Since there is no limit on the mubor of generative grammars

that can be constructed for a language the question of choosing between compet-

ing grammars becomes crucial. It has been suggested that the most powerful

grammar is that which produces analyses which most fully explain the native

speaker's intuitions about the relationships (samnes and differences) between

sentences. Preliminary investigations into the account rif syntactic information

2. This trend is particularly associated Wit the work of Noam Chomsky. A
clear statement of his views is giventin 'The Logical Structure of Lin-
guistic Theory', Reprints of PaDers for the Q~uth International Confrss
of Lingaists (Cambridge, Mass. 1962). See also M. A. K. Halliday
7Categories of the Theory of Grammar*, -%D, Vol. 17 (3961).

-8-



t1e!36ssary for efficient data retrieval rom natural- language texts suggest,

that, since only relatively coarse distintions between.:the syntactic func-

tions of matching words appear to be sigq~iicAnt, ,a comparatively- weak grammar

will prove adequate.

The adequacy of weak grammatical models .or information-retrieval

,nurposes is im~portant for two reasons.

(i) The complete grammar whioh linguists regard as-the, ultfriate goal1 is

unlikely to come into existence for a onsiderable. time. At.th. moment we do

not possess a single grammar for a natural language which comne s anywhere near

to satisfying demands of completeness that might reasonably be made of it when

no other .purpose underlies its construoti~p tWia the stu4y of,,laguPge itself.

(ii) The linguist who constraicts, a~genorative grammar is ±nterested in

data only in so far as i~jtests his thworyq Give1n a sent~ence which a nati.ve

sp-aker agrees is wefl-formed he is oooncorne4 only that : his. gran~ar should con-

tain an ordered set of formulae that will generate tht .sntqnoe,-,The question

ho,,r he decides which set of formulae In tIhe. grammar satisfies this condition

iof no interest to him. It is not part of~the theory. A grammard4oes not

"all one how to recogiize the analysis of sentences., The ~process of checking

:n IdealO sentence generated by the -grammar and-the actual sentence observed

2fo rds no difficulty to human beings. Human beings have intuitions about

language anyway and an ifluminating p'amar tos illuminating precisely because

It in some sense incorporates these intuitions..--We ~want to enable the machine

to make use of gramatical intormation because it does- not have intuitions

ab,:ut language. The problem of how a machine is to determine the sytac-

t~e analysis of any sentence, s, therefores crucial. The,application of

-9-



'eiputers to the task of data-ro r3ev" tram nstu l languae demands the

construction of a heuristic deviiev hich will enable it to derive from any

sn'e-ne an aalysis which (a) o sto an orevd set of formulae l n

a gramar (b) msts the strong intui o domnds of fitness when applied to

the senteos from which it has been do. A similar device is essentiAl

to machine translation. Mactine tawnula deomnb reference to an extremly

pej-rful g aimr, A hharaterlstic of the v&-', modes useful for information

ritrevl purposes it the Isratit " span ber of fornlae they contain.

'.h problem of construction of a recognition vie for this grammar an thereby

i:reatly eased.

Almy we&W sipifim8 reduotion in the oplexity of syntactic analyses,

h ..wver, to not as easy to obt4in as it might seom. It is an inescapable fact

that if a recognition device is to work at all effeciently it will almost

i-.rt&ihly pr-uoe analyso containing more information than can be used for

lata retrieval purposes, The ream.o for this is uile. Even if a!". that is
',aded of a recognition device is that it should in~icate nothing me than

te subject, verb and object of a sentence, it can only do so as the result

.-f first assirning labels to all, or almost all, the elements in the sentence.

T'h, oroble hore is not Just that oertain words can be either no-r-s or verbs,

• verbs or adjetives, etc., but that any noun can be either a suoj.% -r an

: t or the molifier of a subject or object, or the modifier of a mo-lifer,

st, The last difficulty arises out of the recursive tende.its f.- natural

,.--,age. .-qu~noes of fle kind, the bor with t dc& wit ton, oars with whie

-ts, etc. are possible, Generative formulae for this might be b.',t--'

:,iinal Uroup "d'dnal Group + Nominal Group- Nominal Gromp + -.7 ':.r~l Group

,.'.na. Group. ya be concerned only with the identif-i t :-,.n 41c -entl
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that enters into the first of these formulae, but this is impossible until

the structure of the whole string has been established.

To avoid the danger of being weighed down by redundant information we

propose that the initial prooessing both of data and questions eonsist of a

translation into an artificial language in which enlZ those syntactic rela.

tionships which prove significant in information retrieval eau=. The analyses

produced by the recognition device are not stored but interpreted as a set of

instructions for rewriting the sentence into the equivalent form in the arti-

ficial language. In this way we are relJed of the problem of constructing

a complete gramar for ftlish. It is only necessary to ensur that every

analysis will contain sufficient information to enable the sentence for *Loh

it has been produced to be rewritten as a well-formd sentence in the artifi-

cial language. To ensure the completeness of the grammar of the artiicial

language is a relatively simple utter. The artificial language will contain

only a small number of sentence types to which the large number of English

sentence types will have to correspond. Artifieal languages for information-

retrieval differ, therefore, in a very important respect from those created

by logicians. Instead of reducing ambiguity they promate it. Certain form

(actives and passives for example, The boy hit the ball, The bell wa. hiAt b

t b) are related syntactially: a fact that can be incorporated into a

grammar, but only at the cost of som added eoqlezity. In the lcllapeedl

grammar of Roglish we prose, it is merely necessary to enmre that beth

forms are rewritten identically in the artifical language.

Marching procedures are carried out on sentences in their translated

forms. For ease of reference the artifical language has been given the name

FME. Since its vocabulary consists of thesaurus clusters rather than words

it is characterized by iuiniis syntactic organization and maxim=m semantic

organization. It differs most noticeably from natural languages in not die-
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playing Any of the syntactic variations which prevent the development of what

Yngve calls "depth. 3  In its present form nearly the whole grammar of FLEX is 4
contained in the formulae.

(1) S-*Subject + Predicate
(2) Subject -,.Noun
(3) Noun-.(modifier) + Noun
(4) Predicate-OVerb + Object
(5) Vero-_(Modifier) + Verb
(6) ObJect-*Noun

The formulae (3) and (5) are recursive, it being possible to add an

infinite number of modifiers to subjects, verbs and objects though in practicg

a limit is set at four. The rules are not ordered; (3) is applied again after (6).

This particular language is almost certainly too simple to promote effi-

cient data retrieval. Its usefulness at the moment consists in producing a con-

text in which hypotheses concerning the adequacy of various types of thesauri

and the weighting of syntactic information can be readily tested. Some experiments

in texting various functions for weighting syntactic matches are described in Part 1I.

From another point of view FLEX may be regarded not as a language, but as

a device for (a) splitting each (simple) sentence of a natural language into two

parts, "Subject" and #Predicate", and (b) assigning weights to each word in each

part according to their "importance". The assumption is made that, in general,

words which are grammatically superordinate, or "head' words, will be more impor-

tant for information, and modifiers will be less so, while such items as conjunc-

tions, particles, prepositions, articles, and the like are of no importance whatever.

I. 1. Construction of a Heuristic Device for Syntactic Pattern
Recognition in English.

The need for a device which will assign a significant syntactical analy-

sis to any English sentence was explained in part I. A syntactical analysis

is defined as an ordered sequence of symbols, all of which occur in the

same grammar, and in which each symbol corresponds to one word in the

3. V. H. Thgve 'A Model and an Hypothesis for Language Structure, Pro-
ceedings of the American Philosophical Society. Vol. 104 (1960), pp. 130-8.
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6noWNift 4-* ftp ig- -dutti* as a calculus of formulae which generates

all and only all the well formd sentences of a languge. A correct syn-

tactical analysis is defined as an ordered string of symbols which would

be generated by a grammar. A significant analysis of a sentence is me which

is correct and which mets strong intuitive demands of fitness when assigned

to that sentneoe.

An idea of . preblem encoomtered in developing such a program can

be gained by considering the simple three word sentence Those points stand.

The sentence is syntactically unambiguous (Demonstrative A jeative + Noun) +

Verb, being the only significant analysis. A computer analysis, however, is the

output of lock-up routines operating with a dictionary which liats .for each

word in it all the syntactic roles that can be undertaken by that word.

(An account of the structure of this dictionary and the look-up routine

will be found in Section 2 or this report and associated appendices.)

Since it is uneconeocal to enter both boZ and boys, M and J d, J and

J etc., in the dictionary, and since also these suffies contain essential

syntactic information, it is necessary for the look-up routine to work in

conjunction with a routine which recognizes boys as boy + s and interprets the

a as indicating plurality in the noun. This routine is also described in

Section 2. In the present case the look-up routine would find two entries

s each word. These - Demonstrative Adjective and Demonstrative Pronoun,

Points - Noun and Verb, Stand, - Noun and Verb. Applying a rule which states

that each word can fulfil only one syntactical function at a time in an

analysis results in a total output of eight different unranked strings.
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The demnand that the machine should selet only the significant

analyses imposes too strong a condil . It is sufficient if it retains

only these which are corret. In practice it can be assumed that any

oufput that can be shown to be a correct analysis will also be a significant

analysis of the sentence from which it is derived. A maximum program,

therefore, would guarantee the correctness of all analyses printed out. The

difficulties of attaining such an objective are perhaps insurmountable. In

its place we offer an approach which has as its objective the recognition of

nearly all incorrect analyses. In this connection we offer the tentative

hypothesis that we select one syntactical analysis of a sentence over all

other possible analyses not so much because it is the right one as because

it is the only one that is not wrong. In the case where there are two right

analyses the sentence is syntactically ambiguous. In the sane way if the

machine could recognise incorrect analyses then it could be assumd that

any not rejected on this count would be correct.

It is iqossible to supply the machine with a list of incorrect

analyses. There is no reason to suppose that such a list would be any

shorter tha a list of correct analyses, Probably both are infinite. The

solition ve adopt arises out of three obserations:-

(1) The most frequent and intractable cases of abiguit0,of form class

assignment seem (at least in Engl )to occur when one of the assignments

is verb.

(2) A study of analysed sentences indicates that an operational

definitl.on of a clause as that part of a sentence which contains one and

only one verb (excluding auxiliaries and nodals when these are followed by

other verbs) is quite workable.



f3) In the course of constructing a generative grammar many of the

greatest problems are encountered in the area covering the generation of

sentences comprising more than one clause. It is here that problems of

selection - that is problems of de ci how far the individual strings making

up each clause should be developed before they are associated in the course

of generating the complete sentence - appear to be particularly troublesome.

The difficulty of finding the simplest theoretical statement indicates that

there are a large number of specific featires to be taken into consideration,

,-is in turn suggests that a list of incorrectly juxtaposed clauses, described

in terms of these features would provide criteria for rejecting nearly all

incorrect analyses. This would also cover one-clause sentences since the

numbor of clauses which can combine with the null class is strictly limitid.

The prcedure we propose for mechanical recognition of syntactical

analysis consi:i of six parts.

1. Formation of a list of syntactic symbols for each sentence by

dictionary look-up.

2. Resolution of ambiguous assignisnts where one of the assignments

is verb. Accepting the operational definition of clauses eiven above, this will

mean that at the conclusion of this operation the analysis will contain

sufficient information for

3. Ordering into clauses to be imposed on the string.

4., Checking against a list of incorrect clause combinations. Detection

of an error here must, 1 definition, mean that a mistake has been made

earlier in the resulution of an ambiguous assignment involving the form

class verb. In this case we enter

5. The rules eployed for resolving form class ambiguities in 2
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are arranged 11deso.ming order according + 0hir efficiency. The

number of the rule used to resolve an ambiguous assignment is carried

forward with its output. In this way once a mistake has been detected

at the clause level candidates for re-assignment are easily recognised. In

cases where there is more than one cank : the one with the highest rule

number is changed first. The process is continued until a legitimate result

is obtained.

This simplified scheme may be improved through re-entry into the

resolution cycle. At this level we may discover that a word groups taken as

an idiom by the phrasiflcation does not in a particular instance operate

as a unit. Such a phase would have to br 'fntled before re-entry.

Also prepositional phrases which act as adverbs can be so noted; and all

words resolved by 'perfect' rules can be noted as unambiguous. Such

information would obviously strengthen the verb resolution of phase 2.

6. Ordering into phrases within the clause and the resolution of the

remaining ambiguous assignments are carried out.

The number of rules need in 2 is kept down to a oaqparatively small

number by adopting the strategy of giving all unoerin cases the assigment

rverb ,
1 This mans that in the instances where this is wrong an extra clause

is interpolated into the sentence, making the chances that a correct analysis

will be formed very slight and ensuring a later oorreat re-assignment.

Program for Parts I and 2 have been written and tested. Work on

part 3 is nearly complete. Work on part 4 has been postponed until all

the earlier ones are fully operational. The reasons for this are partly that

the results obtained from the earlier routines are so good that It is
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possible that eert$in incorrect juxtapositions of clauses can be ignored

as impossible outyvts of the earlier routines. Inveltigations so far made indicate

that the hypothesis, that, if a description (even though partial) of the

clause level stages in the generation Of a sentence can be derived from it,

then this will contain sufficient information to cause most incorrect

analyses produced by the look-up routine immediately to be rejected, is a valid

one. So far o4y a handful of cases have been discovered where wrong

analyses imuld be derived which would not produce clause juxtapositions

that one would expect to find in the list of incorrect combinations proposed

above. An example of how this will work is provided by the sentence-

'One of the most satisfactory laboratory experiments in the field

of mchan s is the measurement of surface tension by means of a Du Nouy

tensioeter.t

The look-up routine would producX the following string

Adjective/Pronoun + Preposition + Definite Article + Adjective/Adverb

+ Adjective + Noun + Noun Plural/Present Tense Verb + Preposition

+ Definite Article + Noun/Present TenSe Verb + Preposition . Nn

" Auxiliary Verb + Definite Article + Noun + Preposition + Noun/Present

Tense Verb + Noun + Preposition + Noun/Present Tense Verb + Preposition

+ Indefinite Article + Noun + Noun.

The ambiguity routines would resolve all the ambiguous assignments

correctly except in the case of the word experiments which $s wrongly assigned

as a verb. The resultant string is now

(Adjective/Pronoun + Preposition + Definite Article + Adjective/Adverb

+ Adjective + Noun + Verb + Preposition + Definite Article + Noun
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+ Preposition + Now) (+ Auxiliary Verb + Definite Article + Noun

+ Preposition + Noon + Noun + Preposition + Noun + Preposition

+4 1Aflm. Article + Noun + NTiO)

The routines for dividing the sentence itself into clauses would break

up the string into two clauses in the manner indicated. Routine 4 would

indicate that the juxaposition of a clause containing a present tense

verb and no marker of subordination (which, who, etc.) Wid a clause headed

by an auxiliary verb is incorrect. Routine 5 would reveal exp ment, feld,

surface, and maw as possible candidates for re-assignments. Rmzeriwnte is

the one resolved by the highest numbered (i.e. weakest) rule. Its assignment

is changed to noun. Clause analysis on the new string now produces only

one clause. Sird.e this clause can stand by itself to form a whole sentence,

no listing for clause containing p:esent tense verb and no marker of

subordination with the null c s is found by Routine 4 and the new analysis

is allowed to stand.

Constructin of a Routine to ftslve Asb*izus Form Class kAsifnmnt.

For reasons already explained it was decided in the first instance

to construct routines to resolve only those ambiguities involving the possible

assignment verb. This meant the construction of five separate sets

of rules for the resolution of the ambiguities- noun/present tense verb

(uit, 3.a, face etc.), adjective/present tense verb (clea, omplete, close

etc.) noun/past participle (and sonetims present tense also) (out, M,

felt, _ __ ), adjective/past participle (fa, iq ntrsted, ven, etc. )

and present participle/adjective/noun (manig , g, etc.)
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(See Appendix XIV, the Ambiguity Routines). It was subsequently decided to

add a sixth set of rules in which the ambiguities involved in words of

suoh idiosyncratic distribution as like, except, night, 20, w=, even, still,

well, and a few others would be resolved.

A rule is an instruction to searc4 the environment of an ambiguous

item for the presence of another item or items which are diagnostic in

this context. For example, in each set of rules one of the first to apply

is that which initiates a search for a definite article immediately in

front of thO .mbiguous item. If this is found the ambiguous symbol in the output

of the look-up routine is rewritten as noun. If the particular diagnosti#

item cited in the rule is not discovered the next rule is applied and the

search for another diagnostic item started. Since the input for these

routines consists of the form class assign mnts for each word in the

sentence read from left to right, the machine resolving each ambiguity as

it orms to it, most rules direct searches to the left hand side of the

environment; the right hand side being likely to contain only information

which *Iitself ambiguous. In the interests of a simple ftchine solution

very few rules demand a search extending over more than three items in

either direction. Since the distribution 6f adverbs in Miglish is e4remly wide

they rarely serve any diagnostic junction and most rules include the

instruction not to count adverbs as part of the enviroment of an ambiguous

item.

The orderi* of the rules is important for two reasons. First,

certain items are diagnostic only in the absence of some other diagnostic

item. The rules must, therefore, be arranged in such a way as to ensure that a search
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for the first set has already been undertaken and failed before the

others are looked for the the environment. Second, sine the general routine

demands that a decision be 4e * oae$ ease, aid so tt

the rules will somtimes produce wrong results it is important that

information as to how likely it is that the criteria used as a basis of a

particular decision will produce mistakes should be readily available. In

particular this provision enables us to exploit the strategy of resolving

most uncertain oases as verbs. This in turn mans that the number of rules

In each routine can be kept down to a bare miniwm.

Many items are used in more than one set of rules. The definite

article, for example, is diagnostic when it occurs in the environment of an

item designated by the look-up routine as noun/present tense verb, or

an item designated adjective/present torte verb, or as adjective/past

participle, as noun/past participle, or as present paz'lple/adjeotive/noun.

Many items regularly fulfill the saw diagnostic Lunetiaw as others. The

discovery of an indefinite article in the enviremnt of an ambiguous item nearly

always leads to exactly the same result as the discovery of a definite

article. A great eoonmw is attained in the set of the machine solutions

by assigning to each word an indicator code which indicates all the

diagnostic functions it can fulfill. As each word enters the rout O it is

considered from two points of view; first to see if it is ambigueu and,

if so, which kind of ambiguity it displays, secend to sea if it an play aq

part in the resolution of the ambiguous form Otu assient$ of other

words, i.e. which indicator eodes belong to it. A dese'iption of the programmng

of these routines follow, The full set of the rules in the forms most convenient

for programming and hand checking wil be found in Appoidix IN to this section.
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3

Cmpter Technique for the Solution of Torm Class mbleities

Data Preparation

The raw material used in the computer solution to the word ambiguities

problem can be divided into two oatepries: dictionary data, and scientific

text data.

Diotionary Data

The former category was originally prepared as a tape file for use

with the IBM 650 oomputer programs. This dictionary tape file has been

converted by an IBM 7090 routine to a format which is suitable for the

IBM 1401 and 709. At the time of its conversion, the dictionary file was

modified both in content and in structure to its present format. (See

Appendix II, File 1.) The preparation of this category of data is, therefore,

complete, Additions, deletions or changes to the file will hereafter be

made through the updating progrm which wil be described in a later sotion.

Text Data

The initial scientific text, Pliot j was also prepared as a

tape file for use with the IBM 650 COputer programs and it also has been

converted by the above-mentioned routine o Ses Appendix II, File 2. A special

1DM 709 program is being written which wil be used for assigning to words

of this text only the text identification doeoribed below.,

The preparation of scientific text data is a continuous part

of this data processing system developed for this project. A description of

the manner in which this data is prepared follows.

Text data preparation is carried out in two stages: the conversion

of the printed material to punched cardsl and the conversion of the punched

card to tape files.

4. D. 3. Flanigan, IBM, Tap for the 
5. Planet Earth. Karl Stmf AmAro,15)
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Text-to-card

The text is punched (Se Appendix I, Format 2) in much the same

way as it is typed. The follovi*g conventions are observed in the key-

punch operation.

1. Words and punctuation ar3 separated by blanks.

2. Every paragraph and every page begins a new card.

3. When a new word begins a card, the first column is blank.

4. When a new paragraph begins a card, the first two columns are blank.

5. When a new page begins a card, the first three columns are blank.

6. When both (3) and (5) occur, the first four columns are left blank.

7. When both (4) and (5) occur, the first five columns are left blank.

8. A sentence or a paragraph may be continuous over many cards.'

9. The last 8 columns are reserved for card sequencing.

Card-to-tape

The primary purpose of the card-to-tape conversion operation is

to provide an efficient form of input to the data processing system.

Its function is to provide each text item with an identification number

corresponding to its place in the text.

The conversion is to be done on the IBM 1401. The logical records

produced contain the text time, with the capital marker moved to a

convenient location, the identification of the text and the identifi-

cation for each item in the text. Punctuation is moved over one char-

acter in its record.
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The format of the 10-oharactor text identification nmber ist

PP 3u o U II

where

PPP is the pae number in the text,

I isthe bor of paragraph beginning on the pap.

88 is the sentence mmber within the paragraph.

C is the claas, number within the sentence,

U is the analysable unit within the sentence.

II is the item nubor in the sentence.

The convention is followed that a paragraph is considered as

being 4l on the pap on which it begins. If a paragraph is more then

a page long the beginning of the next paragraph has a pap mmber which

is greater by (at least) two than the pae number of the preceding paragraph.

Unit numbers are assigned later b7 the unit analysis routine. Clause

nubers will be assigned by the clause analysis routines.

For purposes of uniformity within the data processing qstm, all

files oonfor, to the following standards:

1. Tapes are written at low density;

2. Logical record length within a file is fixed;

3. Block (physical tap record) length within any file is fixeds

4. Data files are afl D files:

5. In addition to its data blocks, eamh data file contains one

header record ad one trailer record as described in the OB mannal. 6

6. IN Reference Enual ,28o.6106.o , 70l/mo nun m
3T. pp. 22-23.
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(6) Zach blank tape mounted for use as output of the 709 computer

progrm contains the Blank Taps Label described in the MOB Nmoual. 7

The data processing system for resolving word inbigitltes roqUA'

two types of maintenance programs: sort programs ad update programes

Sorting is carried out by means of tUe standszd IDE 70Bort8 asort

sequences ane dissipated both in the file descriptions (Appendix 13) and In

the block diagrams (Appendix MI).

Updating of all files of the system ay be carried out by means of

a single INU 709 program which is currently being written. 9

Upat nm

The particular function which the progpam performs at mW am time

depend. upon the specifications stated by the user. These specifications

include a general description of the characteristics of the file to be

modified and of the manner of modification (Appendix 1, Formats 4).

Specifications ane punched on cards and converted to tap by, a standard

IBK 1401 program. in which each card becomes one fourteen-mord record., (See

Appendix 1I, Fil.e 3). This cahangeN tape and the tape file to be modified ae

the two inputs to the file update program. The primary output of the program

is the modified file, A secondary output file can be produced if requeste

In the specifictions.

7. Uefeaence mnal CZ&.6100..l, 222LM nIM E
=3,O pe no

8. UlK Reference Manual C28-6036, 1959, M I AlriePa
Uz 2&2M MA Proesu Mses MM

9. Instruction file. are being updated by standard Oomptrand
package update.
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Deta fies are updatd by some of cards #3 and 0. Depeding on the

us of the parameters in these cards the progam may be directed te

1) Locate a logical eeird byits in th file, and I

logical records Imediately after the one located.

The actual records added follow imediately behidM the speifioation

card A. Dali of the A roee mvit begin in-'oolvan 1 of a card; the

record may be oontinmed from card to card (78 oolwno per card) util the

fill miss of the recerd has been puoead. Ointlmation cards we identified

by a 'W in colun. 79. -Final 0 padding of -records need not be punehed.

Since the record and block sse are both stated n card #3, a'full record

will alwoys be added.

2) Locate a record by its Qsitin in the file, and ifi.beginning

with that record or the following on--I reords. So reords need follow

this specification card .

It is possible in uldating daota files to d46AjM certain records and to

jdd others at the ame point in the fie, This mot be don* meane of tm

speoi.fioation cards A.9 each referring to the record after uhih records

are to be aided, The spoeifiation oard with the *add* pLaaMete and the

records to be added mst precede the specification card with the IDeletoe

parameter.

3) Locate a record by its position, and change that record of the file

with the match field stated on the specificatiom card 4, Umn a record

is found in which the tuo fields aree, delete or add I reoerds, or Change

that record by the repamnt field of the spectf tion .
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4) Looate1 0 a specified field in every record of the file. MW r

the field specified matches the field stated on the specification card 4,

cn the record by the replacement field of the specification card #.

The dictionary file (See Appendix II, File 1) may be updated by reor

in any of the above-mentioned ways. However, in addition, the logical

records within the dictionary file which contain the count of the number of

other records within an alphabetic grouping are modified in accordance with

the addition or deletion of records during updating .

Data files may also be examined by means of the specification cards #3

and #. When used for this purpose, the specification cards direct the

program to locate a specified field in every record of the file. Whenever

the record field matches the field specified in card A. the record is placed

on the secondary output file.

All specification cards #4 except those using the "Mdd' parameter may

request secondary output. When requested in connection with j, the

secondary output file will contain all records which have been deleted from

the modified file.

When requested in connection with chances, the secondary output file will

contain all records which have been modified on the primary output file.

10. Neither the matching field nor the replacing field may exceed the
sise of the record. The match field must always be completely
stated on the -qeification card but ma continue from card to card
until it is completely stated. No characters - Including seros -
may be omitted from the field statement.

11. By this direction all specification cards A are applied to each
record of the file. This makes possible a chanp which is universal
to all records of the file, or, if no change is requested, the
selection of all records which have some common characteristic.
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Daa odification

There am two simple types of text which prepare it for further lanag

analysis. The first allows the removal of obvious parenthetical Oxpressions

from the middle of a sentenoe for separate analysis. The seoond allows us

to consider simple groups of vords which normally function as one to be

treated as a single item.

SeRgtion le AnlaAO R~a
This routine (See Appendix IV) is to sot off pairs of parentheses

and dashes and the items inolosed by them so that the item isnediately

following such a unit sq be considered as imediately following the ite

which precedes this vgit, This is done by assigning unit (anslyzable unit)

numbers to each item.

Such units can then be placed at the end of the sentence by a standard

I.B. sort routine. Sorting on digits 1-6 and 8-10 sequences the file into

"analyzable unit' order. Sorting on digits 1-6 and 96-10 would sequence

the file Into original text order. For example:

'It ins neoessay (for purposes of this analysis) to consider these items

together.' wil be analysed:

It Is eoesury (

o1 o010o01 00110102D2 IoIo o3 0013.010104

for purposes of this

0033.010105 0011010106 oooo107 0M10104108

analysis ) to consider

00110 0 09 0011010109 001010o10 001101023.0

these items together .

003.101023.1 001101012 001100o 0011010214
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and this can be sorted, as above, into:

"It is necessary to consider these items together. (for purposes of

this analysis)'

Phrasifioation

To allow such phrases as 'of ourse' to be treated as proposition +

noun is to complicate the grammatical analysis of the sentence, and reduoe

the range of application of some of the rules. Such phrases have word

functions in larger language units and fall into word-fora classes. The

Phrasifying Routine (Part I) (see Appendix V, Phrasifioation Flow) makes

such treatment possible by accomplishing the recognition of the several

word-reoords of the words in the phrase with a single word-record for the

entire phrase. Recognition is done by comparison of a phrase entry

prepared from input word-records with a list of phrase entries. If the

constructed phrase entry is identical with one on the list, a phrase has

been found. The list is prepared in advance by linguists. The routine,

then, serves an entirely mechanical function, albeit somewhat complicated.

The mechanical aspect is complicated by two conditions of the problem:

(1) the possible overlapping in the texts of phrases on the list and (2) the

necessity of considering all combinations of words in the text not ruled

out by certain practical and linguistic limitations from being possible

phrases. The first condition necessitates a decision about what sequnoe

of words is to be taken as the phrase in the various possible oases.
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The general rule followed is (a) where the phrases begin with the same

word, the longest and (b) where phrases overlap, the one whih ends

last is takep as the phrase. A practical limitation Iaid doun is that

phrases are no longer than twenty-four oharaters (including breaks

between words). & linguistic limitation is that we do not look for phrases

whioh include punctuation.

~InfoM&ion Gathering

With data fles prepared, updated and maintained in various sort

sequenoes, the next stage in the data processing system is one of infor-

mation gathering. A singe program, the hffix-Dotionary progam, has been

written to gather information frou the dictionary file and append it to

the text file.

For the purposes of grammatical analysis, it is necessary to have

preliminary assignents of words to form classes. Since the sme word,

however many times it occurs, will have the sme prelim in7 word class

assigments, it is most efficient to make this assignment by a mechanical

dictionary look-up after the text word has been coded.

In addition, there are rules in hngish correlating regularities in word

structures with correct form class assignments. Several words are often

such that they can be thought of as oomplexI words formed from one

stem by the addition of prefixes and/or suffixes. These mooqLex' words

often can be given a correct preliminar7 form class assigiment on the basis

of their affixes alone. This allows the number of words in a dictionary

designed to provide word form-class information to be reduood radically. It

is necessary to leave in only those words for Which a preliminary word

form-olass assignoment oannot be made on the basis of affixes alone. With
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such a dictionary, if a dictionary lookup is performed and then affixes

are noted and the rules assigning form-classes on the basis of them are

applied, all words for which adequate provision has been made will receive

their correct preliminary word form-olass assiuemnts.

It will, moreover, be useful to include the stems of the lawful

Noomplexv words in the dictionary and to perform a lookup fOr them also

provided there are items of information common to the words formed from a

stem which are of use in gramatioal analysis. The value of the rules of

form-olass assiument on the basis of affixes will be primarily the reduo-

tion in the length of the dictionary. In the mechanical table look-up, the

length of the table is almost never a negligible oonsideration. Where a

table the size of a dictionary is in question, any systematic reduction in

size is bound to be important.

As it turns out there are items of information common to words whose

form-class assignent depends upon affixes being added to the s stem.

The reduction in dictionary length when only stems of these words are

listed is still significant. So, a dictionary including incorrigibles

and stems is used in the mechanical assigrment of preliminary forn-olauseso

The other dictionary information available in this way includes form

subclass (see Appendix VI, Sub-Class codes) information which is not

predictable from affixes. As would be expected from the above, which rule

is applied to produce the preliminary form-class specification of a parti-

oular Pooplex' word depends upon the structure of the word. But it also

turns out that if the additional dictionary information about the stem is

utilized and the rules are made functions of items in that information,
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the rules can be made more effective. This type of rule reduces the

number of inoorrigibles in the dictionary. Aother pragatio decision

leads us to employ rules about suffixes only. We employ therefore, in our

mechanical analysis of tests a Suffix-Diotionary routine for the production

of dictionary information about words in a text.

Affix-Dotionar oem

Input files to the Affix-Dictionary Program (se Appendix VIII,

Afft i-Diotionary Flow) are two: the dictionary file (Appendix II, File #1)

and the text file (Appendix 33, File f2). The progra uses a binary look-up

to avoid sorting and resorting. Since punctuation marks have been placed so

that they have a sero in initial position, these are first. However, in

these cases, dictionary information is sero and the main program is

bypassed.

Outpat from the program is an appended text file (Appendix II, File 4)

and an Error File (Appendix I, File #5). The Brror File is produced when

there is no matohing dictionary entry for a word of the text or for its

stem after affix removal. When this situation arises, additional entries

must be made to the dictionary file by means of the Update Progran. The

Affix-Dictionary Program must then be repeated with the updated dictionary

file as inpat,

By means of this progra the 10-word record (Appendix II, File #2)

epesenting a word of text increases to a 20-word record. The Affix.

Dictionary Progrm inserts into the expanded record (Appendix 3I, ile 44)

codes reprenting all the form classes to ubioh the word of text nay

belong, inoluding a speoal code indicating a preferred forn class, if any.



Subclassifications of form classes and another special code to ndicate

that an item is an nabsolute breaker" (i4e. the ite. is the first word of

a clause) are inserted. Coded representations of affixes either removed

(before locating In the dictionary) or not removed (because the item was

found) but indicated nevertheless, as well as the dictionary sods which

directs the prepgrm to test the ending of the dictionary word itself are

included in the expanded record. Codes for irregular plurals, irregular

past tenses, irregular superlatives and comparatives, past participles,

and past forms which are always main verbs are also included (no

Appendix VII, Diotionary Codes).

Although more information must be knom about each text word before

ambiguities can be resolved, the remaining information can be gathered

in the Resolution of biguities program which will be described in the

next section.

One* the appended file. has been produced it is sequenced into the

analyzable unit order (Text Identification) in order that the ambigui-

ties may be resolved sequentially from left to right.

Reo~ti f or biMities

The resolution of word ambiuities within an analysable unit is

carried out on the IDE 709 Computer in a manner which imitates the method

employed by the linguist. The procedure in its simplest form might be

stated as follows:

1) Within an analysable unit (left to right), note all words which

are members of only one form class, i.e. never ambignoust

2) Within the same unit (left to right), resolve the ambiguities of

certain words of unusual distribution, as M or Uhl* (This stop involves

the application of one of a group of rules designed specifically for the
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resolution of ambiguities of words in this class. Imination of the imediato

environment of the words is required.)

3) within the same unit (left to right), determine the particular type

of ambipity, such as noun/verb presmt tense or adjective/verb past tense.

(The ambiguity is resolved by applying a suitable rule from a group designed

for the resolution of this type of mbiguity. The application of the rule

requires testing the imediate environment of the ambiguous woid.)

The program written to follow this procedure consists of a control

routine (Bee Appendix IX, Control Program) and a group of subroutines.

Contrl Rotn

The control routine reads the analyzable unit from the appended text

file into the omputer maemory, noting (step 1 above), as it reads, the

words which are unabiguous. For each of these words the control routine

places the appropriate Inglish word, i.e., NOUI, Into a specified part of

its memory record.

When the unit has been completely read into the memory, the control

routine begins its second pass. In this pass it determines the words belonging

to the class defined as words of idipsyncratio distribation' and transfers

to a subroutine which applies rules sequentially until it resolves the ambi-

guity of the word. The subroutine then supplies the Bnglsh word for the for

class and the resolving rule nuber to the specified part of the memory record

for this word of text. Control returns again to the control routine which

proceeds in this fashion until it again reaches the end of the unit.

When all such words have been resolved, the control routine makes its

third and final pass through the unit. In this pass it determines the parti-

cular type of ambiguity of all other ambiguous verbs and transfers then to

the appropriate subroutines for resolving then. These subroutines function

in the manner described in the preceding paragraph.
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When all words of the unit have been resolved, the control program

writes the unit whose records (Appendix II, File #6) now show the resolved

form class and the resolving rule number.

The procedure is repeated until all the units of the text have

been analyzed.

Indicator Subroutine

Omitted from the above description of the control routine is reference

to a special subroutine, the Indicator Subroutine. (Appendix X, Indicator

Flow Chart). This subroutine completes the information gathering process

begun in the Affix-Dictionary program and provides the control program and

the remaining subroutines with sufficient facts for determining the type of

ambiguity and for applying the specific rules for its resolution.

Resolution of form-class ambiguities depends upon the analysis of

regularly recurring environments (indicator situations). First these indi-

cator situations were broken down into parts; characteristics of the

ambiguous item itself (for example, being the first word in the sentence,

capitalization, etc.), characteristics of immediately preceding words,

characteristics of preceding word + 1, characteristics of preceding word

ignoring non-prepositional adverbs, and do on. Indicator categories were

then set up and codes were given to each of these, indicator codes, which could

be used in the machine. For example, one part of the indicator situation for

several rules among the six rule set is the presence of a modal, copulative.

or auxiliary verb. For one situation a member of this class is required to

be immediately in front of the ambiguous item; for another, non-prepositional

adverbs may be ignored. Again, for others, a member of this class must immediately

follow the ambiguous item, in one case immediately following a word belonging

to another category which itself follows the ambiguous item; in another 4
adverb and adverb/adjectives may be ignored. Finally in one rule it
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is only required to be the next verb. Nevertheless there is only one indi-

cator code for this class - a "1" in the 10th position of the first indicator

word. This means that each word in the sentence is tested to see if it is a

member of this class, and if it is, a 01" is placed in the arbitrarily

determined position of the arbitrarily chosen indicator word; otherwise there

is a "0' in this position. Since this class is a subclass of a slightly

larger indicator category a "1" would be put in the predetermined place indi-

cating that the word is a member of this larger class also. Since both modals

and auxiliaries are themselves members of other indicator categories, "indi-

cators" must be placed in several places for such an item. Before any attempt

is made to resolve the verbal ambiguities every word in the sentence must be

tested with regard to these indicator classes (see Appendix XI, Indicator Codes).

On first consideration the task, performed by the control routine, of

determining the type of ambiguity of a word seems relatively straightforward.

It can be shown, however, to be quite complex, involving many computer instruc-

tions. For this reason the control program transfers to the Indicator Sub-

routine. The Indicator Subroutine performs the necessary tests and classifies

each word by inserting a number in the Ambiguous Word Code (Appendix II, File

#6). The control routine need then make only a single bit test to determine

which type of ambiguity exists and, thereby, determine which subroutine must

be entered.

In providing sufficient information for the subroutines to operate

efficiently, the Indicator Subroutine is even more valuable. An illustration

of a rule from one of the subroutines will serve to illustrate its value.

Is the p"eceding item to? If yes, does the ambiguous item have s as
affix? If yes, take as noun. If no, see if the item before to is a nominal =
the ambiguous item or 4coordin, j .g, aenable, mU l, attributable,
baskic, complementary, contradictory, contrary, v , f.gi, ba-
tile, inimical, liability, ooposite, Proportion , regards), resistant,
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respect(s), sensitive, similar or supplementary, or if previous verb or
adjective is part of ascribe, attack, attribute, beln, attain, cli.
commit, convert, op . pertain, reconvert, relate, o sub t. -j es,
take as NOUN. If no, take as VRER.

Obviously the rule is complex even in the number of qaestions it asks

before a resolution can be made. Each of the subroutines has between 20

and 40 rules of varying complexity. The additional complication of deter-

mining, for example, if the word in question is a member of one of the groups

mentioned above increases the rule's complexity from a programming stand-

point and decreases its flexibility.

Flexibility is a most important feature of this entire data processing

system. It is expecially important in the program for resolving ambiguities.

There have been changes both in rules and rule ordering. There have also

been insertions, deletions, and changes in word groupings such as the groups

underlined in the above illustration. It is anticipated that when the results

of the computer programs are studied, more changes are inevitable. A decision

was made, therefore, that in order to maintain maximum flexibility the rules

performed by the subroutines should be stated simply and directly in terms of

ccmputer instructions and that the determination of 'belonging" to classes

should be separated from the rules.

In the example above, the Indicator Subroutine "indicates" that a word

of the unit does or does not belong to the group of words -- Eive, etc. by

simply storing a '1' or 300, respectively, in a certain position of computer

word in the memory record. The "1" and "0" are known as indicator codes, the

computer word in the memory record is known as indicator code word. There are

abouat 1IS5 indicator codes. The groups which can be classified by means of

indicator codes are varied. Among them are the followingt

1) All words which are either object pronouns, or indefinite pronouns.
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2) all words which are either possessive adjectivev, or ambiguous

precisely as adjective/pronouns, or ambiguous nouns.

3) all words which are either past participial adjeeti-yes or words

which end in .

The control routine calls upon the Indicator Sbroutine at several

different times. By so doing, the information recorded in the indicator

code words of the memory records is maintained in its most precise form for

use by the subroutines. Instead of testing a word against a long list, for

example, to determine whether or not a rule is suitable for resolving a

word 4 s ambiguity, the subroutine need test only a single bit position of an

indicator code word.

Other Subutinges

It is by means of the subroutines that the computer resolves the ambi-

guous words of the text. There are six subroutines which oorresp4ij to the

six types of ambiguities which are to be resolved. Zach subroutine i. ,4ade

up of a) a control program, b) a rule table, and a) coding which represents,

in computer terms, each of the rules in the set for resolving the specific

ambiguity.

The subroutine control program is standard for all the subroutines.

It may be stated as follows:

1) Advance a rule counter C.

2) Locate from a rule table the starting address of the coding

corresponding to Rule C.

3) Transfer to the coding for Rule C.

The coding for Rule C either resolves the ambiguity or returns to

step 1) above. If the aMi&uity is resolved, the resolved part of speech

4-7
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and the resolving role number C is supplied to the specified p+tion of the

text word in memory. The counter is reset to sero and the subrcitine returns

to the main Control Routine.

The rule table oonsists of a list of symbolic addresses oorresponding

to the entry points to coding for each rule in the set. The subroutine

executes the rules by transferring in sequence to the symbolic addresses in

this table.

The use of a rule table adds another feature of flexibility to the

system. By rearranging the sequenc, of the symbolic addresses in the table

it is possible to rearrange the order in which the rules of the set are

applied, It is further possible to eliminate the application of certain

rules by simply omitting their symbolic addresses from the table. Rules may

also be added by smappng the necessary coding for the rule, assigning it a

symbolic address, and inserting this address in the desired place in the

table. These changes are sady by reassembling the proam. The rule number

is not actually attached to any p ece of coding, but corresponds to the order

of rule application.

The coding for a rule in the set may require the examination of the

indicator codes, the form classes, and other characteristics of the ambiguous

word or of the words which precede or follow it. Ihen examination of wrds

other than the ambiguous word is required, the subroutine gains access to

these words by means of special 63earohP routines.

The search routines (see DIX lI - The Search Routines) were developed

to meet the common need of all the subroutines. There are eight search

routines: four to locate words preceding the given word and four to locate

words following.
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D!e Absetge ftlese kbrOVtAe

In additin to absolute breaker itema which always begin a alouse,

there are sipof situations, involving only tw or three w rds, which avays

Inioate that at least one of Te items begins a loause. Those situations

normally indicate that any search snat stop there. They may also serve to

linit the possibilities for an aabi gqns itn which preoodes one of the.

This pro prm has boe written to place the break@ as bzlioated in the appen ix

(see *'EDIZ KY, Absolute Breaker Lists).



Construction of a Routine to lark Clauso Divisins ,n a P aII

Analysed Senteneo

A qntactiol analysis was defined as an ordered soqwmoo of syntatioal

symbols. The device to produoe syntactical analsis for any bnglish

senteace, which we are describing, treats the prooesses of assigning syntactic

symbols to words and of ordering these symbols as being intordepudento

Sufficient Information is derived for a string of symbols produced by

the look-up routine to allow a partial ordering into clauses to be iiposod upon

it. This partially ordered string in its turn contains u fficioet information

to enable either a proper assigrmnt of symbols to be made for all uords

and ordering into phrases within the olauses to be carried out, or corrections

in previous wrong assirments of syntactic symbole to be made resulting in a

re-ordering into clauses, in which items improperly labeled can then be

assigned an ambiguous symbol and ordering into phrases completed.

Division into clauses is carried out in many oases on Ilproper strings

of symbols, io. strings containing ambiguous symbols. Since the ambigaity

routines des crIbed above have already been called in there a"e no improper

strings containing the element er. A search is initiated at the end of

of the string and continued forward to the beginning until either a verb or

an absolute breaker is found, A absolute breaker is a mid like oh. *h&,

bcueor a phrase like jgs ig apA, I 91f t which regularly -stands
at the beginning of a clause. These words and phrases are contained in the

dictionary and are marked as absolute breakers. The members of anothr set

of absolute breakers are identified by a search routine. Thsy are either

Juxtapositions of items which are Impossible within the sm claus mh as

Verb + Subjeot Pronoun or It... which can occur together within the sam phrase



and whose juxtaposition indicates that the first element is joining two clauses,

suoh as that + defanito or Indefinite article. Present perticiples, in.-

tives and past participles ending In -en like ALM, wit n etc., when not

preceded by auxiliary verbs a" also absolute breakers. Lists of absolute

breakers currently recognised by the routine are given in Appe-dix 0. The

beginning of a sentence counts as an absolute breaker.

In the case where the search finds an absolute breaker, the beginning

of a clause is marked as occurring there and a new search is initiated at this

point. In the case where the search finds a verb before caning to an absolute

breaker this fact is registered. If, after this, an absolute breaker is

found before another verb, a clause division is marked at the absolute breaker

and a new search starts. If another verb is found before an absolute breaker

the situation becomes somewhat more complicated. It is certain that somewhere

between the two verbs a clause division has been crossed since no clause

can contain more than one verb (unless one of them is an aux-iliay or a modal).

In order to discover where this division lies it is necessary in most

cases to examine the characteristics of the two verbs involved. For this

it is necessary to make use of the sub-olass information contained in the

dictionary. Particularly relevant is the sub-classification of verbsl

transitive, intransitive and transitive/intransitive. The term transitive

here is given a special Interpretation. It is applied not to verbs which

must always take an object (to. mst be followed by a nominal group not

headed by a prepositior) but to those which always do so wben they are the

main verb of a sentence. The verb f= for example is narid in the diotionary

as transitive, since it will onlj occur without an object whem it occurs



as a passive participle or in a passive phrase (Cf. H* fil d the lack with

foVur, He lifted the sack fi-lld wi-th fl ur. The sack IM filled with QMour).

This provides the basis for a rule for determining clause boundaries.

In a situation in which a clause boundary has to be established between

two verbs (what we shall call from here a redistribution situation) if the

right hand verb is transitive and has an -ed suffix, and is not followed

by an object then the clause boundary is to be drawn immediately in front

of it as in He lifted the sack/filled with flour, It doesn't matter which

sub-class the left hand verb belongs to; nor what tense it is, In these

cases it will always form part of a degenerate clause, functioning as a

post-nominal modifier of the preceding noun. The Importance of the sub-classi-

fication transitive and intransitive provides the rationale for beginning

the clause division routine At the end of the sentence. Once the end of a

clause has been established (and in nearly all cases the end of the

last clause is the end of the senitonc1 then to discover whether the verb

in that clause has an object is a comparatively simple procedure. It is only

necessary to establish that somewhere before the end of the clause there

occurs a noun or same element of a nominal group such as a definite or

indefinite article, or adjective, or a demonstrative pronoun, or an object

pronoun, etc. which does not have a preposition imediately in front of it.

Another important sub-class as far as its usefulness in clause determiation

is concerned, is that to which all verbs that can take a full clause as

their object belong. 3xamples include verbs like beligee WQe and n

(I believe that he will come tomorrow, I hope she is not l), The first of

these examples suggests another rule (though In point of fact both lt + he

and b + she - (verb + subject u-onoun) - are absolute breakers so there is



no redistribution situation in these sentence.). If in a redistribution

situation the left hand verb belongs to Ods sub-olass and semvhere

baen the tim verbs there occurs the item Vkup the clase break ecrs

there I st&ee tat eM of tUS stdns Sl~

Oettain, Important points sumn out of this ezmpols. The only informnation

we need about the left hand veat ts that it belongs to the sub-class in

queostion. It does not matter to what other sub-olasses it also belongs.

(TOW 3nglish verbs fit into only one sub-class. kiy attmpt to arrange,

hnglish verbs - or nouns - into classes In such a way that the mimum

amount Of information about their behavior is utilized results in considerable

oross-elassification, Schemes indicating the ombinations of sub-clas

mebership of verbs and nems now recognized by the look-up routine will be

foundl In Apedix 7P). As long as the look-up routine reveals that the verb in

question can function in this wr the rule applies

But notice that in the camo of a sentence like I noticed that sac

file vhf o ur, present rule conflicts with the prevSiou one. it

produces a wrong answer whereas the previous rule wuld pmoduc a right

answe As was the case with the ambiguity rules the rules for claws

division must be ordered. It is essential that our first rule s applOied

before this one.

A correct solution can often be established on the. evidence of tense

alon without any use of sub-class information. Take the sentence The mn

2WMif the& door Vks An a office In aw redistribution situation where

the left hand verb is a present participle and the right hand verb is present

ten"e the break must come immediately in front of the right hond verb.



Notice that since a present participle is also an absolute breaker the

final ordering will be The man ing the door/v*M&s in x offioe. 3n these

cases provision must be made associating the two peart of the inteapted clause.

In certain redistribution situations a solution on be reohed with-

out reference to the verbs at all, The simplest case of this kind occurs

when the two verbs are only separated by adverbs or prepositions, as in,

He did well/read a book/ and wet to bed eAy (note Ad + verb is an

absolute breaker). Notice that in this case the rule must stipulate that

only these items occur between the verbs. The ocourence of a noun, for

exmple, would produce wrong answers when the left hand verb belonged

to the sub-class of verbs which can take a clue a their object. 1 2 In order

to keep the rules as general as possible many of them refer to items whose

presence makes the rule inapplicable. In each case the situation produced

by the presence of such an item Is resolved by a later, and usually a general,

rule,

Ainott.e redistribution situation which can be analysed without reference

to the characteristics of the verbs involved is illustrated in the sentence,

The thowaht tha&t he had been treate In such a orual fahin shooked- --- -,

It will be noticed that if no nominal group that can be a subject oocurs

between the two verbs (this is marked by the same criteria as object, i..

a noun or element of a nominal group must be found not preceded by a preposi.,

tion)

12There is a problem here with certain time and space expressions which

are formed like noinal groups but structure Like adverbs, e.g. WrIn a Dint
of mlkad&, He cme last um . Re went hoe It is hoped that this
problem can be overcme by listing those phases in the dictionary with
the assignment Noun/Mverb. A word or phrase with this assigmeent would not
afford an exception to this case.



then the out must come 'mdatly in front of the right hand verb, The

sentence The thouAbt he had treated his childre &n sh x oruel fAshi

~sM" tbW shows that the rule can be extended by making the condition that

there should be only one nominal group after the first preposition found

searching from right to left, The rule can be still fu ~hsr extended by

making the more specific restriction that the nominal group after the preposi-

tion must not contain two or more nouns if the second is either a plural noun

or an unceuntable noun (by which is meant a noun which can occur immediately

in front of a verb without either an article, demonstrative adjective or

possessive adjective before it, or a plural suffix e~g. gQ en-) The

sentence Te2 thought big puests Wa behaved in such a cvalier manner shoke

h will now be correctly handled by this rule. The new restriction prevents

the second noun being taken as a sepa ,tA nominal 6vp. Iii th., cas of a

sentence like He talked in a mAnner Me twnded to disUlie since the second

noun after the preposition is plural the rule is inapplicable.

This kind of situation is dealt' with by another rule which makes no use

of verbal information. This rule lists all the Juxtapositions of elements

indicating the coincidence of two nominal groups and oands that a clause

boundary by marked between them. The sequence indefinite articl~e* singular

noun + plural noun which cc urs in the sentence above is just one of many

examples. Others include noun + subject pronoun - He sawJ th, book he wanted,

noun + definite or indf inite article - He saw the book the "ir wanted, plura2l

noun + nown - He saw the books MRn an Notice that these combinations

cannot be made absolut, breakers because they only mark the occurrence of a

clause division when they occur in a i-edatribution. situation. In oases like

zIn the garde the flwers were blocMinzthere is, of course, no clause break

between the noun and the article. An absolute breaker, on the other hand always
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indicates a clause division, Notio also that none of these oombintions can

be taken as diagnostic if the left hand verb belong to the SUb-olass of

object verbs (g!g ]b2, seo1, et.) and the right hand verb is transitive

and has an -ed suffixe. In .11 these oases there sem to be an irreducible

syntactical #abigaity. Comparet

He shoved the group the operators/seleted
and

He shoved the group/the operators selected.

Here one needs a role whioh states that under these orcmstaoes two

analyses must be provided; though it is still doubtful whether this distinc-

tion is necessary for information-retrral purposes.

In some oases it is neeossary to look in front of the redistribution

situation. If the left hand verb has certain absolute breakers such as -*o or

SImediately in front of it then the break comes Inediately in front

of the right hand verb. The woman who bouht this house last suimer has recent y

•This rule must come after the rule discussed in the preceding para-

graph if the routine is to handle correctly sentences like The MMn. who

natted the doz the little boy had with hii. was ver fa d of animals.

So far all the redistribution situations we have discussed arise when a

clause division is sought between two vork. This is a result of the decision to

adopt the operational definition of a claus as that pert of a sentence con-

taining one and only one finite verb. There are, of coure, clauses which do

not contain verbs. (These are trarea~ m by deletion of full olauses.) Uxam-

ples would be. The urfessor, whie Wh a ue an. had studied in mawy

altzU[ n.The iu thaon& 4eai-we' still -- _ To deal with these

oases we add to the redistribution rules two special rules applied before an

others. The first states that if between an absolute breaker and a verb, there

occurs one and only one coma then a clause division is to be marked as o4 ing

at that caa. The second states that if between an absolute breaker and a verb
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there occurs an adjective but no noun then a break occurs before the right

verb, Probabl~y more rules will need to be added to this group*

The rules are structured in smch a mW as to make them as flexible as

possible. Iaoh contains the minimum of Information needed to establish

the existence of a context in which a particular de4slim em be made. The

oway other infomtion given is a list of those elesento *on presence

changes the context, A schematic repesntation Of the rules is presented in

qweemdix P. The list is not yet compalete. There are turn outstanding onis-

clans. First, in the present rules no account is taken of the special circum-

stances arising when the left verb is a turn object verb ezsp to mark these

oases where its occurence makes one of the present rules iapcbl.Second,

the rules presented. here are not designed to cover those cases where clauses

are joined together byv cenjunctioms like MI or Mp Cosdeal problems

arise in these oawns since these conjunctions can join either two voids or two

clauses. Cf. 4ecfe n onlje e and a li~scfe Nd tea, ads.

wit Nost of these have been solved and rules that establish which

function the- 4s fulfilling (and when It can fulfil both am in

noti the bor an he41 Ma ma) drama up. This wonrk hevever, is not yet

ready f or publication.



InI

1. vitzt 4 ,,pMutt4n1 Iez' for eautiamal ne,,ijval

The basio structure of n1 is repreented in the folloUin diaiUm.

a, 2  ...00P P

lleatoo sslif51 ers OfS2  Teber sitf11  041 ? r

tOU or

adjective

msider a standvn$ setenoo, which cam take we of %he following forms

i2 3 3 P1  P2 P 3 ,4
Nau Ujotive Adverb
(obj.)

Verb
Adverb

nn Mjective MAvb Noun
(pred*) Adjective Wz'

MJeotlve Mtvu

Note,, in passing, that the scheo as shoun is Inompletel, sinoe an

adverb on be qaslifled by an sdverb, oh mey in turn be quaiied b a

further sAdvet. This is acoomdted in the natural uey br sterig. as

umsia, the now quaWir in the coim to the rit of tke word vbih it

qualifies. Thue the following sentenoe is esentily of the standard forms

OI quite ei druk am offered a violet affrnt to a maU7

etuedousy sl.o.y mving olooker an a is witteas



3 2 s3 4 P1  P2 P3  P6
Nan drunk exceptionally quite off ered affront violent moving slowly stupendously

onlooker

P7

really

We now deal with clauses and phrases, according to the following rules:

For a given olase ascertain the FLEX rating of the word for which it

substitutes. Thus, in the sentence 0 to be quite exceptionally drunk offers

an affront, which can scarcely ".e overlooked, to what we are pleased to call

the moral fabric of our W o± lite," t,, oluse Oto be quite exceptionally

drunk" substitutes for a noun standing as subject of the sentence. This noun

would have been rated Si. A second clause 'whioh can soao* :be overlooked'

standings in the same relation to Paffront' as does the adjective violent rated

P in the earlier sentence, Finally, the clause 'what we are pleased to call

the moral fabric of our way of life" substitutee for a noun (cf. 'onlooker' in

the earlier sentence' which would reoeive the :rating P2,

Reresenting the FL rating of a ord as Zn, uhere I studs for S or P

and n stands for the numerical suffix, enter the clause according to the following

formatt



In[n+ 1 I~ 2 3 43

lI= (subj.) Adjective Ader
Noun (obj.) M.ecti.ve PA.

Verb A*"e
Nova (pred.) Mjective dverb
Adjective (pred4) Mverb

COmp isan with the standard arr'ngqm A on pae 10 wlU make clear

that the Xeding words in the clause (1.e. those ,leh vo be rated S, or

P, if the clause wee main clause) have simpU been givem the rating due

to the =od for iiah the clause substitutes, and that the raining words

have been anchored to these in precisely the seaw fuhio as was done for

the standard sentence.

The treatient of phrases is siapler, the fowla, being

Yin n~~
Noun AMlective avurt

The sentence given earlier appears in FLU as felo3w,

8,32a P1 - P2  IP. 4P5 P

drunk exceptionall quite offers affront everlooked seazoe mral our

.Th. Pleesed way lifefatio

The procedure as described in suffiaienty gumera to extend in an obvious

fashon to clauses within clauses, phrases within launs within phrases, eta,
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Determination of the relevano. of a store sentence to the inlut sente-oe.

This is based on word..by-siord matching, The goodness of match between

a store word and an input word is treated as a function of two variables:

(1) similarity of FLUX rating,

(2) semantic proximity.

To illustrate the use of criterion (1), ousider the two sentences

A. Socrats as a Young to Mns,

B. A yons M from Athons ran Soorates Into debt.

The words belonging to the major form classes, Iae. those to be subjected to

the matching process, have been italicized., In five cases out of six there

is perfect matching both for form class and for semantic content., let the

mutual relevance of the two sentences is practically nil, and should become

clear as soon as any kind of linguistic analysis is applied,

The FLEX versions are as fo1 t-,~i

S 2S 3 P3.P

L. Socrates man young ran Mthens

B, Man young Socrates

kthens a-3bt

Successful use of FIZZ depends upon the numerioca syetam whereby the

FMZ ratings of the two mi'da being matehed ame made to contribute to the

overall score for goodness of match. The system gives weight to the Importance

of the words in relation to the re st of their sentences: a perfect matoh

between words which are making an uniuportant contribution to their sentegaces

will in general have less bearing on sentence-.relevance than an imperfect
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matoh between two important words, eg. the two subjects, or the tw main

verbs. FL1 gives a rough guide, the categories being ranked for importance

as foflows:
1  2  .......... and P1 P P

The system we propose gives due weight not only to importance in itself but

also to degree of cross-oorrespondence between the "AtX ratings of the two

words. This is shown in detail in a later section.

Semanti mato .

Our basis of semantic matching is the use of a thesaurus. By a

thesaurus we simply mean a list of clusters of words, each cluster bearing

an index number. Words are assigned to the se cluster if their mutual

semantic relationship exceeds som threshold. A given mrd may, and indeed

often does, appear in many different clusters, refle ting th variety of

shades of meaning which one and the same word may bear when used in different

contexts. An extreme example might be the word Iton which has technical

meanings in such diverse fields as electrumanetim, biology, and logic, in

addition to a range of more loosely defined connotations when used in

ordinary speech. Ideally the next phase of the project should include the

construction of a thesaurus suitable for modern information-retrieval.

Proposed methods for constructing jk i a more suitable thesaurus M

be explained in a later section. For testing the nmerical procedures under

discussion is have been content to use Roostt Theimss

The basis of our approach to semantic matching is the principle that

the more closely related semantically two words are, and the more frequent

the occasions on which they can be used interchangeably, the greater the

number of clusters which they will have in oommon in any rationally constr, '-a

thesaurus. Thus, the word diet has three clusters listed in Roget*s index,
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with index umbers 298, 662, and 696, ad the word nutrim l has four olusters

with index numbors 298, 662, 656, and 707. (In using the thesauus we treat all

derivatives of the aame root, e.g. na m tion, mtd&

n1t i, 5 , eta. as being variants of one and the same word.) There

are two clusters in ocamon, indicating a rather high degree of overlap in view of

the fewmess of the total nuiber of clusters involved, A servioeable easure of

smantio correlation based on cluster overlap, is given by the formla

nab

Ir x

where nab is the number of clusters omn to both voids, na is the nmuber

of clusters indexed under void a and nb is the number under vord bo The

total number of clusters involved is antomatioallj alloyed for. Applying

the expression to the exmple just given, we have

2

- -- 0.58k

Note that the highest value attainable is L00, indicating that the two

words share all their clusters, and that the lowest value is soro.

ear---" "InttuAl releMvane of two .N.N . On $mantic crtera &=*-e

We are now in a position to illustrate the use of the above nearu in

an actual comparison of sentenoes in a stored text with the inplt snitence.

We suppose that thwre are present in the stored text the following two sentences:

1. Vegetables is suitably prepared can provide all the nutritional constituents

noossazr for growth.

2. It is essential to esure transport facilities for the suppy of components

to the installation,

Let us consider the following input nten:oo
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Do plants supply the essential components of a balanoed diet?

The FMZ versions of these three sentences are given belowo

aAA3 P1  P2  3 54
1. Vegetables pteardsaitably psovide constt.tuents natritiong growthi

neceSSOW

2. ensure facilities transport amneu %.I's instal-
supplying lation

InpLatt Plants supply cmponents essential balanced
diet

Ws now prepare a sentence correlation table, preserving the FJ3 format, as

in table 1.



3 1P2 ,3 P3 P

plants supply components essential diet balanced

81 vegetables 0.17 0 0 0 0 0

32 prepared 0 0 0.09 0 .00

S suitably 0 0 0 0 0 0

el provide 0 0.20 0.06 0 0.14 0

P 2  constituents 0 0 0.23 0.13 0 0

P 3nutritional 0 0. 20' 0 0 0.58 01

P necessary 0 0 0 0.17 0 0

P4 growth 0.15 0 0.09 0 0 0

P1  insure' 0 0 0 0 0 0

P2  facilities 0 0 0 0 0 0.14

P 3transpo rt 0 0 0 0 0 0

P 3  supplying 0 1.00 0.09 0 0 0.12

P4  components 0 0.09 1.00 0 0 0

P5 installation 0.15 0 0 0 0 0

0.17 + 1020 + 9 - .a.= 0.3

Lower sentence,* semantic correlation=
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The semantic correlations between the words of the input sentence and the

words of the store sentence, calculated according to the formula previously

given, are entered in the corresponding cells of the table. It will be

noted that the sum of the individual correlations is scaled down in the

final expression, by a factor derived from the total number of words involved,

thus allowing for the influence of sentence len!" on the expected number

of matches.

This example was concocted in order to illustrate the nature of the

limitations of a retrieval method based purely on semantic correlation.

Sentence 2 of the stored text was deli mrately designed to show heavy

semantic overlap with words of the input sentence, in spite of bearing

little or no relevance to it. This is reflected in the final score of 0.43

as compared with 0.32. Using semantic criteria alone, the wrong sentence

would be retrieved. Information retrieval systems which depend purely on

semantic matching without recourse to syntactic analysis, have to accept an

irreducible load of such errors as a basic limitation of their approach.

The use of FLEX as a simplified syntactic system offers at least a partial

remedy for this shortcoming, as will now be illustrated by the introduction

of FLEX correlation into the foregoing worked example.

Numerical use of F_X for measuring relevance

Before proceeding to detailed illustration, one or two comments on

points of detail are called for.

(1) It may seem surprising that in addition to the disappearance from

the FLEX format of subsidiary words such as prepositions, connectives, etc.,

the entire clause it Is essential has vanished from sentence 2, and the noun

clause, of which this was the predicate, now appears in the predicate section

of the FLEX format. This is a consequence of one of several sophistications
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with which FLEX has recently been endowed, following from the discovery that

certain syntactic patterns mark "dummy' constructions which are regularly

used as equivalent to an active statement with absent or vaguely defined

subjects.

(2) The FLEX version of sentence 2 has wrongly assigned the word

insta3latlon as a modifier of components instead of .ueina. This arises

from an imprecision in our current routines for assigning word groups which

we hope to remedy.

In constructing numerical measures for the goodness of match between

one FLEX category and another we have been guided by two principles, both

of which must receive due expression in the final measure of correlation.

They are,

(1) The relative importance of the category. Words appearing, for

example, in S1 or P1 are likely to contribute a much greater weight to the

relevance of the sentence to some other sentence than words appearing, for

example, in P5 .

(2) The degree of correspondence between the categories of the two

words which are being compared. Thus if we are comparing a word in P1 with

a word in Sl' the final score for the match should plainly be less than that

derived from a comparison between a word in P1 with a word in P1 , or from an

S - S2 match. In the same way, let us contrast a P1 - P3 match with a

P2 - P2 match: although the average level of importance is the same in the

two oases, it is obvious that the latter should receive the higher score.

The numerical values at which we finally arrived are those set out in

table 2.
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S1  1.00 0.63 0.34 0.18 0.09 0.71 0.47 ete.

S2  0.63 0.50 0.32 0.17 0.09 0.47 eta.

s3 0.34 0.32 0.25 0.16 0.09 0.28 ete.

S4  0.18 0.17 0.16 0.13 0.08 o.16 etc.

S5  0.09 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.06 0.08 etc.
5 v

P1  0.71 0.47 0.28 0.16 0.08 1.00 etc.

P2 0.47 0.35 0.24 0.14 0.08 0.63 0.50 etc.

P3 0.28 0.24 0.18 0.12 0.07 0.34 0.32 0.25 etc.

P4  o.16 0.14 o.12 0.09 0.06 0.18 0.17 0.16 0.13 etc.

P5 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.04 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.06

S1 S2  S3 54 S rl P2 P3  P4  P5

Table 2. FLEX correlations (Note that the upper right corner duplicates
the lower left, and lower right equals upper left.)
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They were derived from a geometric model which is appended in figure 1.

The, quantities shown in table 2 are applied as multipliers in the cor-

relation table, as shown in table 3. The products are summed and converted

into revised scores. It will be observed that the relative ordering of, the

two sentences in the stored text with respect to relevance has been reversed.

In other words, the high level of fortuit6us semantic overlap between the

input sentence and the 'wrong" sentence of the stored text has been effici-

ently counteracted by the use of FLEX correlation. We have not yet performed

the extensive texts on specimen passages of stored text which will be necessary

before we can say just how effective and versatile the method will prove to

be, but the preliminary indications have been highly encouraging. Various

improvements have already suggested themselves, but it would take us too far

into technicalities to detail them here. (See Appendix XIX - Concerning the

Matching Formulae).
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F,1q. O~twto wo44 Armn wich t~h n=Z COor~lAtonh Were constructed.

P. #tog repsOnt vai'ds of stored text, arnd S 1 Ps I oto. represent

*myui Woda, MW veti of ususe o$.rleu wre * {L. 2, W~ 8, 16aeoetce

Us Fnf orrelation is given by the regiprocal of the distance between any two
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Sl P1 P2 P 3 P 3 P4

plants supply components es--ential diet balanced

S1 vegetables 0.17xl.00 0 0 0 0 0
=0.17

S2 prepared 0 0 0.09xO.35 0 0 0
= 0.03

S3 suitably 0 0 0 0 0 0

P1 provide 0 o.20xl.O0 0.0 6 x0. 6 3 0 0.14xO.3 4  0
= 0.20 = 0.04 = 0.05

P2 constituents 0 0 0.23x0.50 0.13xO.32 0 0
= 0.11 = 0.04

P3 nutritional 0 O.20xO.34 0 0 0.58x0.25 0
= 0.07 = 0.15

P3 necessary 0 0 0 0.17xO.25 0 0
= 0.04

P4 growth 0.15x0.16 0 0.09xO.17 0 0 0
= 0.02 = 0402

PI ensure 0 0 0 0 0 0

P2 facilities 0 0 0 0 0 0.14x.17
=0.02

P3 transport 0 0 0 0 0 0

P3 supplying 0 1. OOxO. 34  0.09xO.32 0 0 0.i2x0.16
= 0.34 = 0.03 = 0.02

P4 components 0 O.09x.18 i.OOxO.17 0 0 0
= 0.02 = 0.17

PF installation 0.15x0. 08 0 0 0 0 0
= 0.01

Table 3. Upper sentence, composite correlation = 0.17+0.03+... 0.14

Lower sentence, composite correlation = 0002+0"30.10
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Fully meohanized construction of a thesgrus suitable for numerical methods,

Existing scholarly compilations such as Rott' s are unsuitable on

grounds of vocabulary for mechanized information retrieval. They also lack

any consistent quantitative basis for the assignment of words to clusters,

or for the delimitation of cluster boundaries. More objective methods exist

whereby clusters could in principle be constructed on the basis of a coumon

underlying scale of measurement. These, however, take as their starting

point our ability to give semantic proximities between pairs of words at

least a rough-and-ready ranking order. Since the meaning of words can only

be defined in terms of their significance to human beings, it would seem

that we are forced back upon our own subjective judgment, and that the

mechanization of thesaurus-making is in principle unattainable. The

enormous labor of making and arranging judgments of this type has however

already been done by generations of lexicographers, and there is no reason

why the text of an existing large dictionary should not be used as input for

a thesaurus-making computer program. We have made preliminary hand tests of

an extremely simple procedure for ordering the semantic proximities between

pairs of words, using Webster's T New International Dictionar . The

method is again based on overlaps, this time on the degree of overlap between

the words occurring in the definitions of the two words concerned. It has

surprised us to find that the results seem as reliable as those achieved by

the subjective judgment of professional linguists. We envisage that the

fully mechanized procedure would require the following steps:

(1) The edited text of a suitable dictionary to be punched on cards,

(2) A computer program to be written which computes the overlapping

between words taken pairwise,
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4(3) A. computer program to be written, or an existing one utilized,

which uses the measures obtained by (2) to pack the words into a "semantic

space" of minimum dimensionality and to assign them coordinates within this

space,

(4) A computer program to be written which will "sweep" the semantic

space, gathering the words up into clusters.

In order to reduce the above procedures to easily manageable propor-

tions it would be necessary to make a prior coarse grouping of words into

superclusters using an existing thesaurus. Our main retrieval project is in

no way critically dependent on the preparation of such an ideal thesaurus;

the proposed work can go ahead on the basis of a compilation such as Roget's

until a refined and improved version becomes available to replace it.

R. N. Shepard of Bell Telephone Laboratories has written a program
designed for other purposes which could readily be adapted to our needs.
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2. Outline of Information Retrieval Process

A. Four tables are used.

(1) Dictionary with thesaurus-concordance. This table consists of',a

list of word stems and phrases. Against each item is entered a string of

numbers referring to the clusters in the thesaurus in which the word appears.

We refer to these numbers as thesurus references.

(2) Thesaurus with text-onoordance. This table consists of a nmu-

bered list of clusters. Against each cluster is entered a string of numbers

referring to the text in the corpus containing a word of the cluster having

high absolute information content. (See Appendix XIX - Concerning the

Matching Formulae.)

(3) Text to tape concordance.

(4) Table of FLEX correlations (as in iable 2).

B. The corpus from which it is desired to retrieve information has

its FLEX assignments and thesaurus references in each item record.

C. The machine assigns the proper FLEX labels to the items of the ques-

tion sentences.

D. The corpus sentences are brought in and matched with the question

sentence.

E. The answer paragraphs with their identification numbers are printed

out in the order of their matching scores.

The sentence matching procedure could be as follows.

Each question sentence item undergoes whatever affix stripping is neces-

sary to find a stem (with the sam thesaurus references) in the dictionary.

Information content, the number of thesaurus references, and the thesaurus

references are noted for each word.

A composite list of thesaurus entries is made in thesaurus order. From

this list, the pertinent texts are listed in corpus order. (If necessary the

needed tape numbers could be printed out for the librarian to put on the tape
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readers.) The text sentenos are then atohed word for word with the input

question and a list of paragraphs, their identification nmbers, and the

oorresponding sentence matohing nubers then generated.

This Ulst of paragraphs can then be ordered by neans of their highest

sentence matching numbers for printing out.
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IV, Conclusions and Recommendations

a. On the utility of logically structured languages. Although this

portion of the investigation was never pushed intensively, enough was done

to suggest the following: (1) that coding information in an artificial

language suitable for logical maniplations is suitable for certain special

kinds of data only, and not for the main mass of information in most relatively

discursive fields; (2) that in the very restricted areas where it is suitable,

further investigation4ts warranted.

b. On complete tape storage of all data. Here it is obvious that

present hardware is inadequate to permit fast access to information which is

merely known to be somewhere in a tape file containing material in the order

of billions of words of text. If the hardware problem can be solved (e.g. by

improved photoscopic discs or the like), it may become economical to develop

searching techniques such as those presented in this report.

c. On machine *learning" programs for syntax. Ellson's experiment

shows conclusively that these cannot be made to reach a useful level of

accuracy if the only form-class information available is that given in standard

published monolingual dictionaries of English. However, if dictionaries con-

taining a much more elaborate form-class breakdown (into 100 or more sub-

classes instead of eight or ten) ever become available, it will probably be

well worth while to redo the experiment.

d. On semantic digital coding of vocabulary. Hore again the research

was insufficient for firm conclusions, but it does appear that considerable

economies of storage might be achieved by such means if translation programs

could ever be rendered fully automatic.
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a. On the value of a randomly selected corpus for testing. Here only

guesses are available; pi r such a corpus ofht to show up any deficiencies

in MT or IR programs, but we have no evidence to prove this.

f. On the key-punching bottleneck. It is obvious that no efficient ma-

chine program is possible without a really fast and accurate print-reading device.

g. On dictionary codes. One of the most immediate and urgent needs is

a large fully coded dictionary, i.e. one in which every potentially useful

fact of syntax and co-occurrence possibilities is indicated for every word,

except those for which the full range may automatically be determined from a

consideration of the affixes present.

h. On affix analysis. As implied in the preceding paragraph, affix

analysis routines have at least two strong utilities, both of which should

ultimately be used in any efficient IR programs (1) for reduction of the

dictionary, both in total entries and in need for separate hand coding; (2) for

automatic association of semantically linked words. The present project has

not fully exploited eitpher of these as yet. Our reverse-alphabetised dic-

tionary and all other present and future reverse-alphabetimed dictionaries

will be of essential utility in further work on such programs.

i. On FMZX. Here, again, we have only begun. So far, it appears

(1) that elements which are syntactically marked as heads are generally

also of more informational importance, and (2) that the gramatical subject

has a distinctly different informational role than the grammatical predicate.

It is possible, however, that for some types of transitive verbs (including

phrase-verbs consisting of intransitive verb plus prepositions the object

is informationally indistinguishable from a subject. For example, the

sentence 'Wo enjoy spaghetti" may be equivalent to "Spaghetti pleases us'.

Furthermore, it is obvious that FLZX cannot be put to use until an automatic
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routine is available for determining the antecedents of all pronouns, other

than interrogative pronouns (here, e.g., interrogative 9whoN will be oonsider.ec

to be a perfect synonym for any personal neme or description). Other projects

have so far not come up with a solution for this problem, but it must be solved.

J. On semantic matching. The need for more than indexes of synonymy

is illustrated by a sentence-pair like this: "This cobbler does poor work'

and 'The shoes made by this man are inferior.' Here we need to show that

NcobblerN somehow contains simultaneously elements which match both 'shoes"

and *made'. Work has hardly begun on this point, and much more is needed.
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APPIDVIXI - 11 Dessgrtions

FILE N AN1 CARACTDZSTICS Ww I= AO IM

1 Dictiomary Mek w 500 Words 1 1-)
'Relord p 20 Words lphabetic Item

Header/Trade er 4 (Zero Paddlng)

5

2 Text MLodk u 500 Words 1
Re ord - 10 Words :oa T tem
Header/Trailer 4 6 (Zero Padding)

5 1-2 Identification of Text

5 6 Capitalisation

6 l-! Text Item

7 i4  Identification

3 Appended Block - 500 Words 1 1-)
Text boord w20 Words Text Item

Reader/Trailer 4 61

5 1-2 Text Identification

3 6 Capital Lotter Code

6 4-1 Item Identification6 17

? 5-6 Affix Code

n 6- Diotionary iatch

12 1 Noun/Pronoun1-Noun

a.Prcom
Oneither

2 Veb/Wntion

.oeniuaction
0-neither
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AFPUDZ II Cgptd)

3 Adjetive/Pzeposition3 1-Ad Jotivo
2mProposition
'mnither

Li Adverb Cod.
1-Adverb
0-not an Adverb

12 5-6 Noun/Promoun Subclass

13 1.2 Verb/Conjunetioii Subclass

13 3 Adj./Preposition Subclass

13 4 Adverb Subclass

20 1-5 Dictionary Code

4 Error H~edc 20 Words s ceord yoatl1, nle #2
Reorid w10 ibid.
Headr/Trailer

5 Resolved Block" 500 We'd$ 1 Sa s eor oraText (I) Record 20 Words 14 1 ?Useor 3o

13 Indloator Cede.

20 6 Ambiguity Code

ImNProentTense

8-Adj. /Present Tense
16.1y/Past Tense
33'uldiouynoratio

Distribution
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APPENDIX IV: - izable Unit Schema

Unit Analysis Rules

No,e. I = item under considerstion.
P = item preceding I.
#1 and #P = unit numbers of I and P.

Two dashes are said to be paired if there are no
coions, semi-colons between them and no parenthesis
(or an even number of parenthesis) between them.

0. In the rules which follow, if I is the ist item in the sentence assume

#P.- 0.

1. If I 1 l i.ft parenthesis, #I = #P + 1.

2. If P a. a riilht parenthesis, #1 #P 01.

2. If I is -he 2nd of paired dashes, #I = #P + 1.

If F 1- the 1-m of paired dashes, #1I = #P- 1.

Pictures

. P=) T =P - 1

'. I =2ind of paired dashes . #1 = #P + 1

4. P Ist of paired dashes -# #I = #P - 1

5. #I=?.
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APPENDIX VI -- Form Subclass Codes

Noun Subclass Codes

If an item belongs to the noun form class, then 03, 34.1 17, 22, 23,
and 25 indicate that the item is a non-countable item. The following
table shows what noun subclasses are indicated by 01, 03-20, and 22-25,
An 1X0 in a column opposite a number indicates that the subclass indicated
by that number has the property named at the top of the column. The lack
of an *XN indicates that the subclass does not have that property.,

COUNTABLE UNCOUNTABLE PRPE INS~JLi .. M.-011 x .. ..
031 ' '

051
06 X ...
07' x 'x x
08 x ..
09 x'.. --0 I _

21o x ,,Xxx

12 ____..4X 42 -'"_

131 x .

141x x x
15 x vxf x"

I I m x

1,i , , I,

x i m
_ _ _ _ I1 I _ I I

l dates
_2 1 1 x I I
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-- (Cont'd)

Verb Subclass Codes

The following table is analogous to the one used to explain noun

sublasses:

trari- B/V = transitive-P transitive intrans- opul- transitive
itiva verb u two objects +to+verb itive ative +adieytive

Oil X._ l

ON X X ... .
051 'X 1... X ' . . . . X ... .." '

1071 1 . .. .. x -
I I _ , ..-T- - I X__

- I

110u a u- ____ ___ar__0_1-

11do. Wl.can

,_ xo_ _ _ _ _ _171 X X X I "

11 X ..- -

191 auX re
2061 XO X, 1 . .

al_ _ _

221 X X

251 X X

271L X X
281 X' ..

T - - X 1
301 1 X ,, I X .
3161 i " '
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AFFUD33 VI -- (Cont'dg

if an item belongs to the preon foar *so then:

01 * object pronoi

02 = "uJect pronu

03 - obJet/sUbJeot PrOnOim a~1.guou itemi

04 = ind~finto pwrnOM

05 = Possessive Pronoun

06 = r.femive Proou

07 = bnglish nworal.

Adjective S§M 94198

If an item belongs to the adjective form Olafs, thew:

01 w indefinite article

02 a Arabic numl

O0l - definite article (- the, M)

08 - possessive adjective (indludlig his)
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A of ite 1
indicated

2 Phrase lassifi.oation 0 - always a phrase
according to certaInty

2 = tpe of vmoertainty

3 Irmrguar form 0 M not irregular form
1 - past tense other than 7 or 8
2., past/present ambiguous
3, plure4
4 singular/plural

5 = cemparative
6 - sperlatyve
7 n past participle only
8 past tense only

Priority Oede - oun

2 n verb
= adjective

0 . no Priority

5 Absolute breaker code 1 = class B, breaker
3 a class A, breaker
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APPEDIX -- Affix DILctioyary Flow

ion letters

Con stem

1 *' iast
letters in

Check aialwd
for affix

Affix?inerrca

Register affix
code and no. of
letters in affix

Initialize it
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APP MDI - (Cont'd)

Punctuation? OUtput

N

Make up

stem

Initia81ze



APMDII Control Fl&wIh

Begin Item
'Read 1 item in y Incre4go Classify I Indi-I

of text item in =it
part of
mmoch

Item N T + 1
dist ibution N breaker

y

1 --4 N

di
pas N
Ambi

N r
r

y 
ing

A/Past y A/past

N

A/ftvs y

N/Past Didi-
oator

0 -- 0. m F-wR-te-l.
-N + 1 -- + N
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cap lo it.m inra setuenc Nr KeyyL
D N /Pe ouro

to Possefloviposseord.

I 83.mi



APPENDIX XI -- The Indicator Codes

0. V, V/A. 1.21

1. plural (N). 1.33

2. Cap. 0 beginning of sent., subj. Pr., 1.1, 2.1, 8.1, +1, -1, Z

3. V subclass 05, 08, 17, 4.16

4. singular countable (N). 1.42, 1.44, z.26, 8.10, 8.29

5. V, subject Pr. Z

6. present tense + 0. A, AC, Z

7. thought, spoke. +14

8. Past (V) or past V and past participial adjective. +25, -5, Z

9. auxiliary, modal, copulative V. 1.12, 1.24, 2.6, 2.18, 4.1, 4.7, 8.10,
8.24, 8.26, +12

10. "Believe" Verbs. 1.30, 1.40
11. (N) 6

12. Intransitive 1. 1.15

13. A, V = V subclass 06, 25. 27, 8.13

14. present V, auxiliary, modal, copulative V. 2.7

15. part of appear, consider. 2.19

16. two object V 1.23, 1.28, 4.16, 8.13, +21

17. V part of begin, continue, end, finish, open, stand, start, stop, 2.33

18. V part of beg, continue, help, keep, lie, send, sit, stan, sart,
stop, =; worth. 2.W-

19. consisting, #=, speaking, talking, telling, thinking 2.21

20. V part of ascribe, attach, attribute, beon , clini, commit, convert,
opoe, pertain, reconver, reat, sube 17. -12



21. (as nominal is) according, alien, amenable, antagonistic, attributable,,
basic, complementary, contradictory, covrj2 qivalent.,Ffrei , hostile, inimical, libliy o ion al
re 1d a resistant, r!epects,sensitive, siilr supplementary.
1.9, -12

22. exercise(s),, method(s)-, procedure(s), tachniqtue(s) as N's 2.9

23. accident, aim, art, capable, certainty, custom, deie difficulty,
ease, effe ct, -easibility, habit, hop, hopeessess, idea, impossi-
bility, incapable, interest, means, method. necessity, object, obli-
gation, psility, practie, Problem, purpose, Question, reut rue
sake, and their plurals. 2.30

24. cure, device, faiiy fae flir mcie, necessity, need, nooiey
notorious, resn talent and their' plurals. 2.32

25. attributable, attribute s)(d), belong, oposd opposite, proportion(al),

26. V 0 (ascribe, attach, attribute, belong, clng commit, convert, opoe

pertain, reconvert, relate, subject. -6)-

27. modal, I, we, you, they, who. -6

28. A, V = subclasses of trans. V + to + V.

29. (N), A, Pr. 2.34

30. singular N. 1.36

31. plural N. 1.21, 1.23, 2.12, 8.12, +22, Z

32. singular countable N. 1.19, 1.20, 1.29, 1.41, 2.22, 4.15, +18, +20

33. N, (A) 1.15

34. article, Pr/A, possessive N or A 2.2

35. A, N, subject or indefinite Pr. who, whevr no one, it, You 4.13
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APPENDIX XI (con't)

0. and, nor, or

1. N, object Pr. you, i. 4.16

2. possessive A, whose. 2.20

3. present V +s, P. -3

4.* V, P. 1.18, 8.20, 8.21, +16

5. V, P. article. 8.15

6. V, P, poss. A. 4.21

7. V, P, C. +20

8. V9 N. 1.43

9. = or past form adjective. 1,11, +20

10. D, A/D, A J (article, possessive A). XLOK4

11. poss. N, A, Pr/A. 1.28

12. A i i_. 1.3, 2.5, 4.4, 0

13. V, N, article, Pr. Z

14. A, poss. Pr., his. -13

15. N, A. 1.13, 1.20, 2.29, +25, Z

16. D, Pr/A. 4.24

17. D, A/D XLOOK2, Z

18. D, A/D, Pr/A (J another, each, no one, one, this; Low, S , several,
these, those or numeral). XLOOK3

19. down, except, like, near, till. -9

20. poss. N or A, article. 1.2, 2.28, 4.4, 8.3, +2, -6

21. V, sub. Pr., it. Z

22. V, A. 1.9, +27

23. poss. N or A or Pr, whose, 4.5, +17

24. V 0 (modal, auxiliary), N, Pr/A, P, obj. or indef. Pr., Z
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25. article, poss. A, Pr/A, indefinite r., whoeve r , no one. 8.13

26. down. near, si, wel. -5

27. Pr/A. 2.37, 4.21

28. art., A/Pr., poss. Pr., his, whose, that, wich 1.29

29. another. each, no one, =g, this 1.18, +15

30. Pr/A, that +15, +16

31. Pr/A, more, most. 8.15

32. aoth, each, no one, one, this; few, many, several, these, thosep,
1.18

33. another, , each, muoh, no one, one, other, such, this. 8.8

34. poss. or refl. or obj. Pr., it,.,.ou. 8.7

35. article, A/Pr, indef. or refl. Pr, more, most, very. +24
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APPENDIX ZI (can't)

0. with, bewe 2.31

2. more, most. 8.31

3. most, too. 2.25

4. comparatively, strikingly, too, very. 8.4

5. ,,still. well. -7

6. art., subj. or indef. or pass. Pr, pass. A, plural N, proper N, verb,
more, mot that Z

7. article. 1.29, 2.3, 2.22, 4.2, 4.3, -.3, -5

8. like, except,. -6

9. sic, uni Z

10. P #to. 1.8, 2.24, 8.12, +9, Z

12. (N), A. 4.20, 4.25

13. symbol, Arabic numeral. 1.24

14. symbol, Arabic or written numeral. 4.23

15. subj. or indef. or pass. Pr, wh, whevr it, you. 1.5

16. Arabic or written numeral. 1.29, 1.30, 1.33. +23

17. object ar indefinite or pass. Pr, whevr no one, it, you 1.6

18. object or indef. Pr, wh, no injt, y~q. 8.19

19. object or indef. Pr, more, most, it, Z~ 2.31

20. object or indef. Pr, no one, it, you .7 .0 +3

21. N, object or indefinite Pr, you it. 421

22. subj. or indef. Pr, wh, whoever, no one, 11, zou 4.8

23. subject or indefinite Pr, A2, whoever, Lt, Liou. +.5

24. N, A/Pr, indef. or subj. Pr, it. yg.
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25. plural N or A/Pr or subj Pr, ou. AG

26. indef. or poss. Pr, poss A, present A, dictionary A, such, sense,
reason. Z

27. indefinite Pr, who, whoever, no one. 2.13, 2.14

28. A, singular countable N. Z

29. indef. Pr, who, you. 8.20

30. object or indefinite Pr., it, Lou. 2.15

31. althouh, because, sne, though, when; how, if, until, where, whereas,
whether, w t lest, ill, unless, whenever, wherever, _ft. 1.25

32. althouh, because, since, thoug, when; g, _, however, o

that, thus, what, whatever, wherever. 4.19

33. after, beor, besides, since, until. Z

34. although, because, since. tuh when; how, If, until, where, whereas,
whether, whilst, w e-; If-. -. 22, -5

35. after, before, since, unti Z
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APPENDIX XII

The Search Routines

The ambiguity resolution routines require information about preceding

items and about following items. Before such an item can be interrogated the

programmer must first determine if there exists an item to be interrogated.
t

Usually the programmer considers that there is no such item in the unit if

punctuation is encountered. Therefore all of the routines exit NO WORD FOUND

whenever punctuation intervenes between the item with which the search begins

search item and the item looked for. For example, suppose we want to know if

the item in front of the search item is to. If the item in front of the

search item is a comma the exit is NO WORD FOUND, no matter how many words in

unit there are preceding the item. However, the address of the preceding (or

following) item i always riven, whether it is a punctuation mark or not.

(This is to handle certain special cases.) If it is punctuation, the address

word has a negative sign.

The calling sequence for each search subroutine has the following format,

TSX XWKY,4
A PZE ATWR
B PZE

Here X = P for searching left for a preceding item; X = F for searching

right for a following item.

Y = 1 means nothing is ignored,

Y = 2 " adverbs and adjective/adverbs are ignored.

Y = 3 6 adverbs and adjective/adverbs and pronoun-adjectives
S(his, etc.) are ignored,

Y = 4 0 adverbs and adjective/adverbs, and adjectives # (article,
possessive).
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For examplet FIWK2 looks for the first following word which is not

an adverb or an adverb/adjective.

Transfer is made indirectly to the address (say) NNWFN in "B" if

NO WORD FOUND.

If WORD FOUND (i.e. a word which the programmer will want to test)

transfer is made directly to "C" + 1.

"C" is always filled in by the search routine. Minus zero is stored

there if there are only ignored items between the search item and the begin-

ning or end of the unit, depending whether a PI#OK or a FL40K is used. If

1 muntuation mark s found, exit is md :o "NWF and its address Le

placed k NC".

"A" must be filled in by the programmer. The programner must store

in "A" the first address of the text item record. NAN will always be

assembled as PZE**.
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APPENDIX XII-Typical Ambiguity Routine Ruile (noun/verb Present tense)

Rule C

Is the ambiguous verd preceded (ignoring adv/prep and adj/pronouns) by a

preposition? If yes assign as a noun, If no, or if no word precedes, apply

nezt sequential 1tule.

IVY PRAMEER~tSP-2,CH CF WOhRDi

NOUN A1D "NOUN" IN PART IN

*P3 =PLO0K3 (see Appendi:c XII - The Search Routine)
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APPUDIX XIV -- The Ambiuity Routines

Present Tens VerbN SM autc
Note W - word, P u previous word., f u following wr,(P) a Preu word,

ignoring adverbs and adverb-adjectives I/ P/ a sa as. (P) but also igwerla all

ft , one and hnglish nusrias.

1. Is W capitalized and not the lot word in the sentence? If yos, take W
as NOUN.

2. Is /P/ an a~rticle, possessive N, or possessive adjective? If yes. take

W as NOUN.

3. Is (P) an adjective 0 ing? If yes, take W as NOUN.

4I. Is (P) a modal verb? If yes, does Whave aas affix (final)? If yes.

take as NOUN; if no, take as VRB

5. Is (P) a subject, indefinite,' or possessive pronoun, tq3 ]ftg U
whoeve? If yes, take as VERB.

6. is (r) an object, indefinite, or possessive pronoun, MM,. Lt.Mo am

whove? If yes, take as VERB.

7. Is (F) = of? If yes, take as NOUN.

8. Is (P) a prevposition J to? If yes, take as NOUN.

9, Is P = to? If yes, is W a+s (ise. has it the affix .1)1 If yes, tae.sas
NOUN, Irno, see if. PP -(snoodnals) aliehna

i o n"e p r o , n , r c d, r eW e a & ! L AJ

revcs oeS1UI~r, or ___j r or ce ve o or
adje To ismzt fascribe a ,-q ~i iattain 11Wa.

oc~~~t,1 covet Mir reconveRrt. re orji.a1 fys

UR as ?noI as if n

10. Is (P) -to? If yes, is Wa+q. If yes, take as NOWN.

11. Is P -that? If yes, is (P)P averb? If yes, take W as NOU; ina, Is
(P)P an -JigWor past ferna adjective? If yes, is (Py (P)P an awdliar7?

If yes, take as NOWN. If no, is PP a preo sition? If yes, is Wa.00 If
yes, take as VERBI if no, take as NOUN.

12. Is (F) an auxiliary, modal, oir coptlative verb? If yes, take as ' VIM

13. Is (F) a past tense/adjective? If yes, is (F)(F) sowthing which my be
a noon or an adjective? If no, take as NOUN.
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14. Is (F) a verb? If yes, is W intransitiv, as verb. If yes, take as NOUN.

15. Is (P) an intransritive verb? It yea, take as MOM,

16. Is 7 a candidate nou or an _IN? Itfyes, is (F)FPa verb? If yes, take.
as NOUN.

18. Is (P) - thimi each, ante. oneq no one these thoen a ! Iowa
few? If Yost LM~) a prpsEo ryetkaJTW ifA no,
To W a+s? If 7%x, is (P huijl ea, anohe, one,, no os? If yes-,
take as VED; if no, takce asn'!W*if V is not 478;191=P, - a, each,
another. one? If yes. take. as N0OUN. If no, take an VWi*

19. Is P a'singlarm ootabl. noun? If yes are there (if anything) omly
adverbs, adverb/adjectives adjectives tOarticle possessive adjective),
andi Ot Sirgna., 9o T mveils botween P and igh next Previous
punctuation? If yes, take as NOUN.

20. Is Wa+s? It no,, is Iasingalar oun*tble noun? If yes. if FFa noun
or an aJective? If no, take as NOUN.

21. TY 7 a plural noun? If yes, is (F)? a verb or verb/adjective? If yes,
tice ambiguou item as NO=.

22. Is P a noun? If ws, is (Ignoring Adjectives also) (P)P a verb? If yes,
take W as NOW,.

23. Is (P) a plural nou? If yes, is Previous Verb a two-object, verb? If
yes, take Was NOUN; if no, take as VWEB if no previous verb, take W
as yiW.

24. Is (W)first word in unit? If yes, has W+s? If yeaqtake WasNOUN;
if no, see if Fis anArabic nmralorWaer sybol? If yes, take W
as NOUN. If no, is there a Following Verb? If no, take Was TMIR
if yes, see if verb is avIuliary, modal, or copulative. If yes, take
W ts NOUN.

25. Is P 1&lt~hH2 ,tho~h because,ho els.mtU

26. Is (7) an adjective? If yes, is 7(7) a preposition? If yes, take at,
YOMN.

27. Is (P) an object or indefintite pronoun or no oe? If yes, is (P)(P)
let? If yes, take " VW.

28. Is (7) an adjeotive, adJeative/ponmwan, or possessive noun? If yes., Is
there a verb between W and the Previous punctuation? If yes,. is it a
tvo-objot verb? If no, take as VWD. If there is no verb, take W a
V=B.



29. Is (P) an English numeral? If yes, is W+s? If yes, is P(P) a singular

comtable nomu? If yes, is PP(P) an artilel? If no, take as Y; if

yes, or if P(P) is not a singular countable non, take as NOW.

30. Is (7) - that? If yes, is (F)(F) a candidate verb? If yes is W a verb

which takes a that-clause as object (i.e. a 'believe verb)/ If yes,

take as VEB.

31. If (F) an Ralish numeral? If yes, take W as VIR.

32. Is W capitalized? If yes, take as IOU.

33. Is (P) an English numeral? If yes, is F a noun candidate? If yes, is

F a plural noun candidate? If yes, take as NO JI if nO, see if f iS

a plural noun candidate? If yes take as NOUN; If no, see if P(P) is a

singular countable nom. If no, take as Vl; if yoes, take as WON.

3. Is.W+_? If no, is (P) an adjective? If yes, take as NOUN.

3%. Is W a+9? If yes, is (P) a noun? If yes, is P(P) ax indefinite article?

If yes, take as VEM.

36. Is W a+s? If yes, is P a singular noun? If yes, isF a singular noun?

If yes, take as VIRB.

37. Is W first word in lnit? If e, take as OW.

38. Is P an adjective? If yes, take as NOUN.

39. IsP = that? If yes, take as VMW.

40. Is (F) = that? If yes, is F(F) a preposition. If yes, take as VEB;

if no, see If W is subelass 07,. 08 10-12, I4, 19, 25, 28-32 (i.e.

'believe' verbs). If no, take as NOUN. If yes, take as .ns.

41l. Ignoring everything but punctuation and verbs find Previous preposition.

If fomid, see i~f this is only Followed bry singplar countable nouns or

adjectives J (artIMI, possessive adjeotive, If yes, take as NOUN.

42. Is (P) a conjunctimm? If no, go to AND CCI0RD. If yes, is F a prep

sition? If yes, idgh W be a singular countable noun? If yes, take as

V9RE; if no, see priority. If no priority, go to AID C CKD.

43. IsPa comia? If yes, is Fa comm? MA" yeu, ib PPanun wverb?

If yes, take saw as PP.

44. Is P a com? If yesis F a preposition? If yes, is W a ingular

countble noun candid&te? If yes, take as VM; if no, see priority.
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I. It there is a priority, take accordingly as NOuN or VM.

I. Find Prseeding verb, absolute breaker, or pmetuation, or beginning of
Unit, call this (P.B.). Ignoing everything else, find first subjeots*
or preposition Following this (P.B.), call this S. If 8, is a prep-
osition, take W as NOW. If S is a subject, go to A. I neither is
found, go to III.

A. In (P.3.) a verb? If yes, is W a+s? Tr -. , is (1) a plural noun
candidate? If yes, take as VM, 'if no is (F) a candidate verb?
If ye., take as NOUN, if no, go to part A of AND CONO(D.
1. Is (P.B.) of mbelass 08, 09, 12, 19-22, 26-30 (tram. + to +

ver$? If yes take as VW. If no is (P.B.) an aincliary?
If yes is (F) (P.B.) an adjective with the above verb subclasses?
If yes, take as VW. if no, go the AND CO=D.

B. Does and, or. or nor esour between (P.B.) and W? If no, is S a
plua Ir Is, isW plural as noun? If yes, take as NO I; if no,
take as VMl. If S in not a plual, see if W is plural as nov.
If yes, take .W as Vm if no, am NOUN.

In. Take as NOUN.

*subject = nounes t prfmoups (2+3), Wne~Initw pon&vmzr. a& '!Ico
pronoun.
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AND COMMW

Is there a Pfteeeding Verb, P. V. in 10 unit? If no, take as lOW,
it y., is Pe.V. a present toee+ f If s, inW+It? If 1es, take as
lOWI if no, take as VDB.

A. Find the first subject, S. Preceding P.V.

1, If no subject found, take W as NOW
2. If subject found. lok for preposition. P. PreOSd4ng S

(ignoring everything but prepositions, verbs, pmevttioe,
and absolute breakers). If no P. do oencord* with this subjeet.

3. If P found, look for first subject preeeding it and go b*ek
to step 1.

*ooneord
plurl subject +.. + W 94 W- WOI

non plural. subject+ ..#+W ats W = VW
plural subjeet + . . . + W not a+s W - VM

noplurl subjet+,+W notaTs w -Now
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Present Tense/Noun hbguities Pictures

Note: +' = immdiatly next wordl (+)in =ack word dismegardi
adv.rbs and adberb-adjottrevo $/+I = sam as (+) but also
i ,ong all adjeoti ,-p m..ne p. tS., eap t e,
*to,; N =u amiguous itm; ( ) arolu ihing o + Man
foadiate foril ON" - NOW; -$TO - Y:I '40 Adjective; !DO
AD 1 stl f #1 un=,it bodar'y. I

1. W = oapitalised 0 lot word in sentenoV NOM.

2. art.
poss. N l +/ww . Now
poss. A

3. A "Ig W W NOW

4. N 1 Vi(+) W a *w W NOUN

5. +ubj.
inbf= Pron. M t +..o ]ft,, whor .W ) W TM

+eas -+sp =Vn

6o. .obj. _ - -= =
W + indef. -Pr., p!u* Lt whomvr, no one4W V

7. W'(W)of W - OW
8. Propj (+) o w .- I=

9. to + W-a+s#W = 1100 W
acoordig, to + to + W y( &+8 lw NOUN

V asoribe, etc. +9**4+to + W + a* * NOUN
A

to + w 0 a+W - TUB

10. to (+) WAwmNOW
. V I(+) that A mw NOWN

. V(. d+) A uO.df or' () that + *W - NOW
Prep. +that+ W -a+s* W a D
Prop. + IM+ Waj 4*WVw ON

12 (+) =1 VOW= NOUN

13. w (+) Oed' +) NOWN or ADJ-PW - NOWE

14. w- intm. (V) (+)WVw mNOUN
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15. v - ntran. (+) V- VOwx

3.6. ( +1%9VW

17. to (+) WOWv NOW0

18. Prop
v + thu eta. (+) W ow

this a*. W)Vam. *W VUS
eug, *to. W- a+uw)w NOW10

19.)
Pulatuatio +, {ADV/ADJ mi.un* .. tN+Wo'WlR30

A art*, pas, A.

20. W so.a*+ + elm, ont I + 0( I3ow aNOW

a1. WV+ pl'.1 v +~ W a OW

22. V (iporing As) (4) + W 0W I=

23. v ;two ebjo. .. pw.U(v W's1 lo
vj twebj.. . .plur.N(I W*W nVwt

... plur. x (+) W4*WuY

W#+)V ate ** - N'~OWa~

25. AIMEVAt, at,. + W'*V - 10

26. W (+)A +-Prop -W-M1OM

lot ndf. Prong a-w()wwv
(V# tue ob5.

28. puwetvatim (n ver a W 3PUI ~s
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29. art. -~sing. out. 11;4jWWW mVan

~art,. sing. oimt. N +1(+) W a W VM

art. + sing. omrt. W. + NUMIsl(+ W aft =OV S OM

Ihmra3. (+) W' - a+S ' ~W= 1OW

30. W - a Mmlieve (+) tchat (+) (V') zo Vu -- 33

31. wW )Nivmra1l4 w -33

32. U-w capitalizod:pW - NOUN

33. Numeral W.. w + pluaral (5) = w NOWN

Niusrul W.. w + (N) + Plural (N) 4-W - NOIY

*sing. oovat. I + unrul (4), U 1B

sintgs aeumt, I + Iumral W U 4W mNOMW

3Li. A (+) W ja4:8sW-NOUN

35. Wedf. art. + I(WW =a+aW U VDB

3?. #+W pWNOUN

38, A+W JWVNON

39. that +W W=V=R

40. W (+) ta+ pep. W -VUJB

w 4 v Subl. woi1*itvel ".+) IhAIt + 0 I.rup. -4 W w NOWN

41. V ~ (A jAposs A, art*.,t +9 w
pun n) ting. count. U@wi*

4z. Gonj. W+ w sing. *wr-*- (s) + Prop..~ 4 w 133

OMnJ. (+) W e izg. mmt (hi) + pro-p, :: Go "oordlikel to priari.t-y
(A*. priority, go to DcO )

W3. N++w ,w =OU

V +++ :;w + YM

44. ,wisiyng. amt. (N) +pep. :,->w -yD

, i4 aing. uow.it, (1) -&prp.,*-' - amirding to priority
(No pT-i~?ity, go to mwsy.rui1.)



OCCDO - to o withh

(VOrB vos definition of "(P.B.)4, 'S8 and ubJeot se ?its up of OCOKDO.)

x. W - p iority 0 o to , Priorityu l W Me P1, irty 2 W VTB.

(PI.e. . a subect 4 CoIto.
(P.D.) . no S fod *0.. W _p 0 to on*

A, (P3) . .w a+8(+)(y plua()I&P aY
(P.B.) mV. .W 48 go to AofAND OCCOND.

B. P) . .plural o . .NOUN

.:::S plural:: ~r1. IIIor,# 11013 w pw.vEt~B

(P.s.) S Plural . . q (no !g at o) . . W plar(N) l -Has
M W -NOUN

in:. w-uou-



AND COCM, - to go with tM A a" A41

(Aoverb) ... C*n. ( )w W-iq OU
.. V. (+)v. .. Con. ( a+a *W - NOe

l... (+)V. *. sobc. (+)w a w.m) W

A.

2. (no prep. ocours) . . subject W f Conord*
with this subJect

3. Repeat

* as in CONCORD IIB.
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APPENDIX XIV (cont.)

-ing Ambiguities Rules

NOTE: F(F) means "word following (F)", where (F) means "word
following W" (= ambiguous item), ignoring adverb/adjectives

and adverbs.
P* is like (P) except that it also ignores adjectives.

1. Is W capitalized but not the first word in the sentence? If yes, take

as NOUN.

2. Is (F) an article, pronoun/adjective, possessive adjective or possessive

noun? If yes, take W as VERB.

3. Is (P) an article? If yes, take as ADJ.

4. Is P = very? If yes, take as ADJ.

5. Is (P) = adjective (0 ing)? If yes, take as ADJ.

6. Is (P) an auxiliary, modal, or copulative? If yes, take as ADJ.

7. Is (F) Ta present tense verb, modal, copulative or auxiliary? 
If yes,

take as ADJ.

8. Is (P) = durin? If yes, take as ADJ.

9. Is F = method(s), Procedure(-, excercise(s), or technikue(s)? If yes,
take as ADJ.

10. Is W almost always a verb (i.e. a L.D.P.)? If yes, take as VERB.

1. Is F an object or indefinite pronoun, more, most, you, it? If yes,

take as VERB.

12. Is (P) a plural noun? If yes, take as VERB.

13. Is P an indefinite pronoun, who, whoever, no one? If yes, take as VERB.

14. Is F an indefinite pronoun, non, _ft, whoever? If yes, take as VERB.

15. Is (P) an indefinite or object pronoun, t, You? If yes, is F a candi-

date noun? If no, take as VERB.

16. Is F = s If yes, if FF a verb? If yes, is (P) a noun? If no,

take as VERB.

17. Is F a reflexive pronoun? If yes, take as VERB.

18. Is (W) the first word in the unit? If yes, is next verb candidate part

of auxiliary, modal, or copulative? If yes, take as ADJ.
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19. Is P = as? If yes, is F punctuation or as? If yes take as ADJ; if no is
F an adverb? If yes, take as ADJ; if no,see if Previous Verb is part of
appear, consider. If yes, take as ADJ.

20. Is (F) a possessive adjective or whose? If yes, take as VERB.

21. Is (F) = of? If yes, is W = consistin .4 z, s eaking, talking, telling,
thinking. If yes, take as VER; ifino, take as ADJ.

22. Is P a singular countable noun? If yes, is P*P an article? If no, take as
NOUN.

23. Is F = due to? If yes, take as NOUN.

24. Is (F) = preposition (# to)? If yes, take as VERB.

25. Is P = most, too? If yes, take as ADJ.

26. Is F a singular countable noun candidate? If yes, take as ADJ.

27. Is P a verb? If yes, take as ADJ.

28. Is P a possessive noun or possessive adjective? If yes, take as ADJ.

29. Is W intransitive as a verb? If yes, is F a noun or adjective? If yes,
take as adjective; if no, take as VERB.

30. Is (P) = of? If yes, is P(P) = a, &in, art, caable., certainty,
custom, device, difficulty, easee eat, feasibility, habit, hp,
hopelessness, idea, imossibil incapable, interest , ea, method,
necessity, obJect, obligation , posiilt lact ce, roble , 2 se,,

pussrion, t, rule, sake or their purals If yes, take as V-RB;
if no, as ADJ.

31. Is (P) = with, between? If yes, take as ADJ.

32. Is (P) = for? If yes, is P(P) = cure, device, facility, fame, flair,
machine, necessity. need, notoriy-,not'---3s, reason, tzTR, or their
plurals? If yes, take as VEB

33. Is (P) = by? If yes, is (P)(P) part of begin, continue, end, end up, finish,
finish up, open, start, start out, start up, stop I yes, take as VERB.

34. Is (P) a preposition? If yes, is F a punctuation mark? If yes, take as
ADJ.; if no, is F an adverb? If yes, take as VERB; if no, see if F is a
pronoun, adjective, or candidate noun. If no, take as ADJ; if yes, see if
FF is a preposition. If yes, take as VERB; if no, see if P(P) is a verb.
If yes, take as ADJ.

35. Is F a candidate noun? If yes, is (F)F a verb? If yes, take as ADJ.

36. Is (P) = let? If yes, take as ADJ.
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37. Is (P) a pronoun/adjective? If yes, take as ADJ.

38. Is (P) a conjunction (i.e. ad, but, 9r, nor, jan) or a punctuation
mark? If yes, is F a noun? If yes, is P(FT an adjective? If yes,
take as ADJ.

39. Is (P) a punctuation mark or a conjunction? If yes, is P(P) an -IM
word? If yes, take same as P(P).

40. Is F a punctuation mark? If yes, is Previous Verb part of beIn,
continue, help, keep, lie, send. sit, stand, start, stop, &a, wort?

If yes, take as VERB; if no, take as AFJ.

41. Take W as VERB.

NOTE: 1) No search crosses a punctuation mark.
2) -IpLs resolved as VERB are also set as ABSOLUTE BREAKERS.
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-ing Ambiguities Pictures

1. W = capitalized j first word in sentence - W = NOUN

2. Cart, '/
pron/A = WW (+) Poss. A. = VERB
Poss. N.J

3. Art. (+) W= ADJ.

4. v_ +W- W = ADJ.

5. A ing (+) W>W=ADJ.

6. Aux.
Modal ( *) W AW= J.
Copula.)

7. Aux.w ~Modal AJ(+) Copula. = ADJ.

Present Tense V.

8. Duin (+) W W = ADJ.

9. W + Method(s), etc. 4 W = ADJ.

10. W= "funny wordlz W= VERB3.1. fobj. Pr.,=>W VR
W + {ndef. Pr.,'" more, most, -- ,

12. Plur. N (+) W 4 W= VERB

13. indef. Pr.
hever, + W -4 W = VERB

no one

14. (indef. Pr.
1w1+ whtoev-r, > W = VERBW + oever,

15. indef. Pr.
Obj. (+) W+ (N)---> W VERB
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16. 0 (N) (+) W + its + V W NOUN

17. W + Refl. Pron. 4 W = VEB

18. aux.
W=lst wordinunit. . . (v) = modal = W=ADJ.

copula. )

19. MS+ w + punctuation/$ W ADJ.
as

as + W + D W = ADJ.

V= "appear, f+ as+ adverb, as W
consider" + -a punctuation A

20. w (+) Poss. A WV=EB

21. W = consisting, etc. (+) of * W = VERB

W # consisting, etc. (+) of -- W = ADJ.

22. 0 Art. +* Sing. Count. N + W w W= NOUN

23. W+ dueto4W L NOUN

24. W (+) Pepro-to w=VEM

25. most + W- W =ADJ.25.

26. W + Sing. Count. (N) 4, W = ADJ.

27. V + W 4 W= ADJ.

28. poss. N + W W = ADJ.
poSS. A

29. W= intr. (V) + W = ADJ.

W = intr. (V) + J w=VERB

30. accident, etc. + of (4) W 4 W = VERB

0 accident, etc. + of (+) W = W = ADJ.

31. with, between (+) W * W = ADJ.

32. o, etc. + r (+) W W= VERB

33. be in, etc. (+) (+) W = VERB
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34. Prep. (+) W + Punt. 4- W = ADJ.

Prep. ( W) W+D- W-VE

Prep. (+) W+ = ADJ.

Prep. +

Prop. (+)W + it + Prop "; Wi -VM

Verb (+) Prop. +) w (Pron., L, 1) 4 W = ADJ.

35. W + (N) (+) V> w= ADJ.

36. Let (+) W 4 W= ADJ.

37. Pron/A () W - w- A.

38. A + Conj. or Punot. () W+ N - W- ADJ.

39. = ing (+) oonj. or punat. (+) W 4 W = Previous ing

40. V= ete + . . •+ W + Pnt. 4 W-VlB

V etc. +... .+W+ PUnt.= W= ADJ.

41. W VERB



WE=IUDN =- v (Omt )d .I

Part Taupe JAledive JdAiutigs lifts

NO1=, (P) a previous word, , owrd.g adebs and ade/ude.tves
-- felloing vord

1. Is w an avfllai, modal, or oopolatve? If s, Is (P) an.audItA ,
maelt Or opulAtive? - If yes, take Wa" ADN. It rao or it (P) IsapwA-
tuatim, is W awdzliary or nuial? If yes tae as

2. Is (P) an article? If yes, take as AD?.

3. Is (1) an awiel? Ift yes, "tak as rin.

. s (P) a posses ive adjective or poss~ssive roei or an adjectve (J A)?
If jyme take as ADJ.

. Is ( ) a possessive noov, possessive prwe, poessive adj..tive, or
shea.? If 'Yes., take as Tin.

6. Is (P) - M? If ya, take as AZ3Jo

17. Is (P) .,= awdl±iarys wipu~tive, a." =ol? If 7%st take as MeJ

8. Is (P) u indeflide or subject pronoun .Ehj t. Asy A m . 1. n.M m
If 78e, take as V E.

9. Is (P) a pme~osition y4 as? le- yz 4-83m as ADJ.

10. Is (7) an ijeftlmit or objeot prooun no-.. it? If yes. -t
as Tm.

n, Is(?) a wefLexive p~row1 14 ye, take, as Tin.

12., Is (F) a preposition? V 7tiq Uktm s VWn.

13. Is (W) the first word In the *At? It yes, is I an adjeative, rA., P*Jeot
or Udef1nite pomrp, it, or n~? If yeat take as W~t.~

14, 1-- rs as aiizto ~ne? It yrs, Is (P)V a ver'b? It yea,0 take s AM.

154 Is I a singular comtable nw'wm? If 7es. is V a mm aondfAsat, If no,
of If t V is punotuatims, take ais AW.

16. Is (P) a now, albjea. prooun, _, o it? If yes, is ) (P) a -s J%*411t
05, 08, or 17? If yes, kae a& $.: ito, se if () P) tso a objet
veb; if yes, is F a cndidate no If w~s* take as ADJ

17# Is W capitalizsed bu,4 not thue first vord In the sateace? It yes, tae
W as NOUN.



17. Is (P) a nioun? If yes* take. as VWS

18. Is (P) -as? If yes,is 7 -an? If ysqtake as ADJ#

19. Is (P) - alh ,beoause, sInce. 2gfl va. h Z 'Un.-

20. Is (P) a verb? If yes, is I a cvAdidate noxm or an adjective? -if yes
talie as hAT.

21. Is (P) a pronoun/adjective? If yes, is (P)(P) a verb, preousitig or
possessive adjective? If yes, take as ADJ.

22. Is (P) -aithovah because, since, when, teb, how. if#jj~ MW 9woe
whereas.Wg'whlt t If yes, i7-'-MM' a 0
If yes, tk sAJ

23. Is (7) an Zglish numeral, Arabic numieral, or other symbol? If yoo,
take as VERB.

Vh. Is (P) = that or whi1ch? If yes, is F an adjeative/pronowi or adverb
or pimatuiaitn? If yes, take as VERB; if no, take as:.ADJ,

23* Take W as VERB.



Past Tens. Adjctive !!jrts Piotures

1. awdliary /awJdlwT
nodal W w. a d Ia
Gpilative) t oqpuiatiej

kPuna*

2. artidoe(+) W W - D.

3. W (+) tioe %0 W w VB

4, possesive lioupossessive adj. 3 ()W:OW ADI.
adjective (0 im')

5. Pos.s norim
w(+) poaa. WVia=.

P085. pro*
IIhose }

6. W-0)w W ADJ.
7. auzc.

rod.- (+) WI W ADJ,

8. indef. or s ubj. Pz'
wh. v 9r, (+) w w =3

9. P w (+)W-U=oADJ=

10. indfor cbiPr.?. ay

31. W,(+) roflw.,ve Pr. = W a VM.

12. w (+) pr+positim -P Y w U. .

23. (] (.)v '}.. 3.

14. W+ +V a* W -o.
15. W +,sl,. soac,. N' + (4 (1)) W nwADJ.



16. V = sublas ( jec Pr. W W sp A.
(05, 08, 17) +-. i )

two object V W . (9 W + (N) 0 W - ADJ.

17. N(W)W 4W -VWE

18. as (+)W+as - W-ADJ*

19. r . . ., (+) w + punctuation, w- vm.

vnazmr, WL O 'rmO aTo an

20. V. (+) W.+(_..PW ADJ.

p... . (r/A W w0 W, . AD .

22 alhug e"ase, tb, h___!.

=0: , 7
23. r aih nuer 4

w W Arabic no, ,. w.,.

211. that~ ~
,punctuation

tt W + -W - ADJ.
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APPUDU lv (oot'd.)

Present TEns YerbAdeAive RuL*s

mtn 7(7) - word foflowing (7)
(7) word fanvoing w, ianoring adverbs and advelb/adjetives

=* same as (7) but also igoring Adjeotives (aftleso
posemsaLFes 5

1. Is W oapitalised but not the first word in the senene? If yees take V

as NOM.

2. IsWa+! (.. does it have ansaffffi)? IfYost asY W

3, Is (P) an article, possessive noun, or possessive adjective? If yo,
take as ADJ*

s. Is P = m 1,arativel . w n=? If 7 s take as ADJ.

6. Is (P) a subject promou? If es, t&ke a. V=i.*

7. Is (7) a Possessive or reflexve or object pieneu, at. In3 If yes,
take as Tri.

8. Is (P) - antbr anuech, noa , M9 sthor , ti?

if. yes, tErif.

9. Is (P) a modal verb? If yes, take as VT$.

10. Is (P) an amLiary or copulative verb? If yea, take a. ADJ.

U. Is P-not? If yes, take as AD.

12. Is (P) a preposition (=/ to)? if yes, talc as ADJ.

13. Is (P) a verb subolass 06, 25, 27? If yes, take as AVD? if not w if
(7) ins an article, possessive adjective, promadjetive, Iejefli te

prounm, 1doMr, Ie if yes, is (P) a two obje verb? If no, ta
as TED.

121. Is I m of? If yes# take a. ADJ,.

15. I; P a proun/adjective, ae$ met? If Yes, is (P)P a prepositio,
verb, or art.d.le? If yes, talc. as AW.

16. Is an adverb? If yes, take as TU.

17. Is (P) an intansitive verbf If yes, take as ADJ*

18. Is (P) an adjective? If yes, take as ADJ.
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19. Is (P) an object or Indefinite pronoun, no one, vhower, it. W?
If yes, is MP(P) = let? It yes, take an yES.

20. Is (P) an Indefinite pronoun, ho, yot If Yes, is (P)(P) a prepeus-
tion or a verb? If no, take as ViFE7

nI. Is (P) a plural noun. If yes, is there a preposition or a verb pre eding
(P)? If no, take as VUB: if yes, is the Preaeding Verb intransitive?
If take as VM.

22. Is F a verb? If yes, take as NOUN.

23. Is W the first word in the unit? If yes, is F an Arabie msrl? If
7es, take as TR.

24. Is W the first word in the unit? If yes, is there a ?lloing Verb
candidate, F. (V.) in the vmit? If no, take W as VY; if yes, is F. (T)
a medal, copulative or aupdiazy? If yes, take as ADJ.

23. If F a. candidate noun? If ies, is (F)F a verb? If yes. take as A.DJ

26. Is (P) a punctuation mark? If yes, is I a noun? If yes, in the Following
Verb a modal, copulative or 'axillary? If yes, take as ADJ*

27. Is P = to? If yes, in PP a attributable, att1J Ss).u ed, bw1o,
2.21S1 ij edJJgf I If yes,, take

28. Is (P) = to? If yes, is there a Preceding Verb In tht unit? If no,
take as Vft.

29. Is ?* a sing. wunt. noun oadiate? If yus, is F" a nom candidate?
If not take as ADJ.

30. Is (P) a conjunction (i.e. and, or, nor, =__h - or punctuation? -If
yes, is P(P) an adjective? " If , We as Aw.

31. Is P = more, most? If yes, to PP oonjnimation? If yes, is PPP an

adjectiver 77'-o5, take W as AWl.

32. Is (W) the firpt word in the -.nit? If yes, take as IDJ,

33. Is (P) puntuationt If yes, is (7) pmatuation? Tf yes, is (P)(P) a
verb? If yes, take as VUBE if no, take as ADJ.

34. Take W as IR.
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AdJective /Prs sent uw.ljr

An marches start dh W.

3. articlePogo. Noun W+ W-P W -Adjective

poas. Adj.

zm' = Uts IMOI W -aADJ.

5. (althowh.... , how, ... ,what) (+) W' W =AM.

6. subject Pron. (+) W =W VIB

7. Pooe. Pro.

w W+ refex Pro mo VwR

S. (anoth, . . . this) W 4W- ADJ.

9. ModalV (.W 'wu VUw

10. awliary (+)w -w- AD.
oe .lativeJ

11. not +W'W= ADJ.

12. Prep (J to) + W w -ADJ.

.. (V subcass 06, 25, Z'+)( w V w = A0.

article

two object V (W) V (+) / . OW V .
/ def. Pr.

14. W + = W -ADJ.

15. pPr/AV W no+) W + w > w - ADJ.

16. W + adverb W a ER.

1-7. intrans. V (+) VP W. AD.

18. A(+)W WaADJ.
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1obJ. or indef. Pr. + W -> = VERB() hoever no one, it, z.C

20. P indef.. (+)w -> W VERB

21. P

V ) .+ + " plural N (4) W . W = VERB

intrans. V ... + plural N (+)W=, W= VERB

22. W + V W= NOUN

23. (W = Ist word in unit4 + Arabic numeral = W, W VERB

24. (W = lst word in unit) + .. + (V)--> W = VERB.
fmodil)

(W = lst word in unit) + .+ cop: W = XDJ.
Laux.

25. W+ (N) () v w= ADJ.
(modal)

26. Punct. (+) W+N +. + COP. - W= ADJ.
aux, I

27. (attribute, . * . . subjected) + ±a + W----, W = kDJ,

28. no V + . . . + to (+) W => W = VERB.

29. W (+)* sing. count. (N) 4#(N)- W = ADJ.

3 + 'Punot. (+)W W = ADJ.

31. A+C + K M + W-->W=ADJ.

32. V () Punct. () W () Panot.' W=VERB
16'V (+) Punot. ( W) w (+) Punot. w = kDJ.

33. W =VERB
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APPENDIX XIV (oon't.)

Past Tense - Noun 811i8t. Rues

Note: (F) = Following word (ignoring adverbs + adverb/adjeetives).

1. Is W capitalised and not the first word in the sentence? If yes, take
W as NOUN.

2. Is (P) an article, Oesessive noun, or possessive adjective? If yes,

take as NOUN.

3. Is (P) indefinite or object pronoun, M . t. Z..t If yes, is ()(P)
= let. If yes, take as VERB.

4, Is (F) an object pronoun? If yes, take as 'VEWR

5. Is (P) a subject or indefinite pronoun, X, whoever, 11, W .If yes,

take as VERB.

6. Is (P) a modal verb? If yes, is W a+s (i.e. does W have an g affix.)?

If no, take as VER; if yes, take as NOUN.

7. Is (P) an auxiliary verb? If yes, take as ADJETIVE.

8. Is (P) a verb? If yes, take as NOUN.

9. Is (P) a preposition ( # to)? If yes, take as NOUN.

10. Is P an adjective ( J IM) (i.e. an adjective not resolved by . routine)?
If yes, take as NOUN.

11. Is (F) a verb? If yes, take as NOUN.

12. Is W the first word in the unit? If yes, is W a+ o? If yes, take as

NOUNS if no, see if there is a Following Verb oand1aate, F. (V.). If no,

take as VERB; if yes, see if F.(V.) is an auxiliary, modal, or oopUlative.

If yes, take as NOUN.

13. Is W a+!? If yes, is (P) = k? 2ifyes, take as NOUN.

14. Is W= Ib , saw e? If no, is (F) u gf? If yes, take as NOUN.

15. Is W a+s? If yes, isP a Mu , su.", n this? If yes,
take as VERB; if no, see ir rs a pronoun OcvOt ,Uzi if yes,

take as NOUN.

16. Is P a pronoun/adjective, that? If yes, is (P)P a preposition or a verb?

If yes, take as NOUN.

17. Is: (F) a poeesstf# -mun, possessive pronoun, possessive adjective, or

weset If yes, take as yin.

18. Is F a singular countable noun? If yes, take as NOUN.
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19. Is (F) = adj.. If yes, is W = felt? If yes, as V. If no, is 7(F)-* 4-
osition? If yes, take as NOUN.

20. Is P a singular ountable noun? If yes, is (P)P punctuation, conjunction
(i.e.and, or nor, thn, but), prepostion, verb. If yes, take as NUN;
if no-s 5)- an' or past participal adjective? If yes, is (P)(P)P
ar auxiliary? If yes, take as NOUN.

214 Is W a+s? It yes,. is. (P) a noun, indefinite or object pronoun, Vou,

it? If yes, is (P)(P) a two-object verb? If yes, take as NOUN.

22. Is (P) a plural noun? If yes, take as VERB.

23. Is W a+s? If yes, is P an Arabic or English numeral? If yes, take as NOUN.

24. If F an article, pronoun/adjctive, indefinite pronoun, reflexive pronoun,

more, most, vr? If yes, take as VERB.

25. Is F a past tense verb candidate? If yes, is FF a noun or an aOjective?

If no, take as NOUN.

26. Is P an -Ing word? If yes, take W as NOUN.

27. Is P punctuation? If yes, is F punctuation? If yes, is PP' a verb or
adjective? If no, take as NOUNI if yes, take W as PP.

28. Take W as VERB.
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Past Tense-Noun hMu~iGMel Ptures

1. W = cap (# st word in sent.) 4 W - NOUN

2. article
possessive noun () W =0 w NOUN
possessive adJective3

3. (indefinite pronoun
J object pronoun

Let (+) no one (+)W W VERB

4. W (+) object pronoun =4 W VRB

5. subject pronoun
indefinite pronoun
whow-0w wMever (+) W W-VE
It

6. modal verb (+) W with s affix 0), W = NOUN

modal verb () W with no s affix -5 W = VEB

7. auxiliary (+) W : W = ADJ.

8. verb (+) W = W = NOUN

9. preposition (0 12) () W cW> = NOUN

10. adjective with no -US affix + W 4 W = NOUN

U. W () verb z> W = NOUN

12. W = lst word in unit and also with a affix W =O N
W = lst word in unit + no FV - W -V B

Cauziliary
W= lst word in unit + FV modal W-eepialatirvel

13. to () w with _s affix - -NOUN

14. w th_ h (+) O w-aN

15. another '
each f
no one .+ W with s affix %=> W =V
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15. (Con't.)
pronoun/adjective + W with a affix 4 W w NOUN

16. proposition (W. ponou/adject Iv + W W NOUN
verb I ive

17. (possessive noun
+ possessve prodnW(+) possessive e ivef > = NOUN
posessv

18. W= singular oountabb noun = W = NOU

19. W (# lt) (+) adjective + preposition = W = NOUN

20. punctuation (iglr

preposition

verb J

t~auxiliary () or past participial A (4.) o tabi-" 4 W NU
nouny WNU

21.
21. noun

indefinite pronoun
two object verb (+) object pronoun (4) W with a affix W = NOUN

22. plural noun () W W a V=

23. Ajabio nueral + W with a affix 0 W= NOUN

24. article
pronoun/adjective

w + indefinite pronoun
reflexive pronoun W = VERB

25. W + past tense verb candidate + adjective W- NOUN

26. -" affix + WWw = OUN

27. verb + punctuation + W + punctuation 4 W a VERB
adjective + punctuation + W + punctuation * W - ADJTIVE
punctuation + W + punctuation - = -NOUN

28. W = B
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APPENDII XIV (contd.)

Idiosyncratic Distribution Rules

Notes Concerning Symbolism:

1. W = word under consideration
P - word preceding W.
F - word following W
(P) = word preceding W, ignoring adverbs, and adverb/adjectives
(F)* = word following W, ignoring adverbs, adverb/adjectives, and

adjectives (other than articles)
PP = word preceding P
P(P) = word preceding (P)

2. These rules also set the proper form class code.

3. When the location of the next instruction is not explicitly stated, the
absence of this statement stands for the conuands Go to the first step
of the next rule.

RULES

0. The following words and only the following words enter the odd ball
routine for resolutions august; even; still, well; down, like, except,
near, till; back; can, may, might, will; mine.

1. Is W capitalized and not the first word in the sentence? If yes, take W
as NOUN.

2. Is W = augus? If yes, is W capitalised? If yes, take W as a NOUN; if
no, take W as an DJECTIVE.

3. Is (P)* an article? If yes, is (F) a preposition or a present tense

verb + s? If yes, take W as a NOUN.

4. Is W = even? If yes, take W as an ADVEIW.

5. Is (F) = a past tense verb candidate? If yes, is W - dgnp , !.W,
or well? If no, is (P)* an article? If yes, take W as a H,

6. 1) Is W = like or eget? 2) If yes, is P an article or a possessive noun
or possessive adjecTiV If yes, take W as a NOUN. 3) If no, is P a I&?
If no, go to question 5 of this rule. 4) If yes, is PP - verb (0 list 20)?
If yes, take Was a VERB. 5) If no, is (P)ia modal, , Ze, ft or
1teX If yes, take W as a VERB.

7. Is W = still or well? If yes, take W as an ADVERB.

8. Is P = of? If yes, take Was a NOUN.
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9. Is W = down, like, excep, ta or LIU? If yes, take W as a PREPOSITION.

10. Is W = back? If yes, take W as an ADVERB.

11. Is W = mine? If no, take W as a VERB.

12. Is P a preposition (0 to)? If yes, take W as a possessive PRONOUN. If
no, is P = to? If yes, is PP a member of list 20 or 21? If yes, take
W as a possessive PRONOUN.

13. Is (P) a conjunction? If yes, is P(P) an adjective or possessive pronoun?
If yes, take W as a possessive PRONOUN.

14. Set the NOUN/,RB form class codes.
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APPENDIX XV .A Absolute Breakers

I.
whensoever

because 
whence

how whenuwsever

if wherefrom

what whereinto

whe 
whereof

whene whereon
whenever wheretbrough
where whereto
whereas whereunto
wherever whereupon
whether wherewith
which

while
who
whom
whose
why
although
whichever
whoever
whomever
whosoever
albeit
unless
though
whereby
insofar
whereat
wherein
whereafter
whereforelest ... ,.

whilst

V-ing
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II.

at the same time as
at the same time that

as if
as though
by the time
else that
even if
even though
for fear that
for then
however many
however much
if and only if
inasmuch as
in order not to
in order that
in order to
in so far as
in the hope that
just as if
just as though
just because
not even if
not even though
now that
or else
so as
so that
such that
the way in which
the way that
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III - z

(1)

('provided) + that (+) article
I if if -r- " subject pronoun

" " " " n indefinite pronoun
" " " " " possessive pronoun
" ' " "f " possessive adjective

" " " " plural noun
" ". " ~~proper name
" " I, n " verb

" " " " moren ii ifIU a S

" if "f if ~"Octive plural noun

'Conjunation (and, , r, Mr, 'h1 t-a.) (+) verb

Preposition (J lo) (+)' verb

'to + present tense verb with no s affix

to (+) 'verb (not a singular present tense verb)

irregular verbial past participle (driven, lain, etc.)

'after (+) past tense verb or past participle
funti I .,n

I since " " " " "

'before" " i . i if

verb (+ ' conjunction

'as + it
0 .'. sbject pronoun
N " " verb

'so + article
1"r noun
" " " pronoun
* , . verb

'until + it, You
'. e + iti,

'however + adverb/adjective

punctuation + 'ib ,Amb t Zpoun
* 0 + proper name

'after + subjeot pronoun,,u--'t .

'since" "
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object pronoun + I subject Pro.mun
indefinite pronoun 'S
preposition
adjeotive/pronoun U UU
noun U
verb#0(modal, aux.) I

indefinite pronoun() '
possessive pronoun UU

possessive adjective U
dictionary adjective
present tense adjectiveUU

such

reason a
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APPENDIX XVI

- Clause Division Rules -

Conventions: I means clause break; + followed byl (+) followed by, ignoring
adverbs and adjetive.-adverbs; /+/ followed by, ignoring every-
thing except Verbs and Punctuation; /+/* followed by, ignoring
everything except Verbs. NO means Nominal group; PG nominal
group headed by a preposition. V means Verb; BV "believe" --
type Verb.# means that the item so marked if present in the
specified position makes the rule inoperative. T means transi-
tive, I intransitive. f means beginning of sentence.

absolute breaker list 1 1+! 1, /+V
absolute breaker list 1 / I+ / I+1 v

absolute breaker list 1 (4) abs. br. list 1 (+) Adjective (+)
/NG # L lural N V

tuncount. N /
Rue Za Clrl -abs. br. list 1 (4) abs. br. list 1 () adjective + oplural

uIncount NJ 1+*I(V

Rule V W .
I, (+) ed/en- V (4) # NO /+I I, ( V) V

Re adjective (+)/, (+) # adjective
V ( (BV (+) that + prep) /+I adverb +/, + # Vverb

noun ( +),+ tLNG+ O~.//

Rule 6
V / , NOI, (+) V (T-ed ( ) NO)

V I+/V .v T-ed (M) # IG
Rule 8 nun

V 0 2 object V indefinite pronoun (+) / that /+/* V
- /4./ reflexive pronoun

inssessive pronounj
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Rule 8a /nou-
V # 2 object V /+/* indefinite prono

-j reflexive pronoun )' 4/that I+I* ;
Lpossessive prc1ounio

Rule 9-
noun (article
indef. pro.. () I subjectip .
reflex. pro.f indef. pro.
poss. pro. oss. adj.

noun W pronoun-adjective
{adjective + 0 preposition

plural noun (+) / noun

V 2-object V /+/* indefinite article + noun (+) / plural noun /+/ V
(definite article

adjective i comparative () / subject pro.
tpose. adj.

0 so (+) adjective () / indefinite article

Rule 9a
noun article
indef. pro. (+)'/, () J sub. pro.
reflex. pro. indef. pro.
poss. pro. Iposs. adj.

noun (4) ,,(ro ad~
plural noun ( +) , (+) noun

I+1" indef. article + noun ( +) , (+) plural noun
(+) definite artiol

adj. # comparative (+) i, 4) subj. pr9. I.
(()pass. adj. J

so (4) adj. (+) I, (+) indef. article

Rule lO BV
auxiliarjL (+) BV adj.
copulative)

pulative
it (+) )auxiliar (+) coplative adj. /+/*

Rule 11
any form of

be ! + /"/* V
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Rue V / / o (*) igdLadj. .that /+/* V

Rule 13 (dJeotive omuparativ 1 /,f.V/*+I* /he + ~ o~rtv. 4 iiV

the + m

Rule 14
.. -7- (+)h% I+I. v I,/* I I+I* V

Rule 15

as + aJ1 a

V 1+11 Ustais7
so- ' +

as + to J

Rule 16
VI C ouative (+)/I G I+* V

.wc. + I adj

Rule 17,

w MTh W+ V /V '

ose (+) N

Rule 18 BVI

oulav.) (+ ) BV-adjective / I,' V

Rule 19
su j. pro
article r2 obj
.ndf. pro. W V G je

noun (+) ' poss. pro. t1V I+I /0 I+I* v
pc s. adjJ.
adj. -

plural noun (+) noun

Rule 20
j to + BV

aux."{) BY-adi.
Copulative

aux. + oopulatve-dJ. / V

ux +haned/,n
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Rule 21

that

who auxiliary

Prep. + 1+*V 1+*/there W(I(N
which (Linfinitive

moal(+W L 00

Rule 214

___ aux.
WhoseOop.

M he modal W+ (oops

# + that + article
that + plural noun

whose

whether +*V 11 /v()

where

the fac that
reason ha

the rao

Rule 23

V-on ra"Miary
1+1* modal

V-ed NG opulative
T/i pros" tns$

past toes ODnly

Verb /+/* PCI + u{yfluntable N4j /V1
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Rule 25

Be .= #2 obiej () / t 1+1" v

Rule 26
V pres. tense

V pre,. tense /+/* auxl a.ryauxiliary -Jmodaltv

copulative
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APPENDIX VI (con'.t)

Sample Sentences for Clause Division Rules

Rule]. The whale, though not a fish, lives in the sea.

Rule 2 They published a story which though inexact the secretary released
to the newsmen.

Riale 2a The story which though inexact in all details was widely publloi-ead
aroused a great deal of interest.

Rule 3 The Africans, Livingstone reported earlier, were friendly people ,

Rule 4 The man, utterly humiliated before his family, never returned.

Rule 5 After they won the race, the team travelled to Europe.

Rule 6 Due to perturbation caused by stars, such clouds, and the resulting
clusters, probably never assumed a definite shape.

Rule 7 They found stains caused by fire.

Rule 8 They resent the idea that in many cases power wins over Justice

Rule 8a They resented the idea, as a matter of course, that power should
win over justice.

Rule 9 He said something nobody would believe.

Rule 10 It was assumed that evidence could be found.

Rule 1) The problem was that money was not appropriated.

Rule 12 The house was so completely dilapidated that reconstruction was out
of the question.

Rule 13 The more it rains the greater the amount of plant groth -will be.

Rule 14 If Castro is a genius then I eat my hat.

Rule 15 He worked as hard as he could.

Rule 16 Wherever he went a big crowd turned out to cheer him.

Rule 17 People who live in glassf houses are nervous.

.jSe i__ He began to think the Cubans were insane.

Rule 19 In the discussion we had most issues were settled.

Rule 20 They pretend the missiles are being dismantled.
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Rule 21, On the question of whether the motion should be adopted there is

total disagreement.

Rule 21a In areas drained of water there is drought.

le 22 That people are basically good follows from what was said about Owd.

Rule 23 The method used by the first team was bas d on false promises.

Rule 24 The sky when you look through a telescope seems nearer.

Rule 25 When the work is done people tend to relax.

Rule 26 The phases of the moon which inf luenoe# our weather have been
observed by farmers for many centuries.

le ., This seems, even to modern observers, extremely well onstructed.
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APMN XVZI -- Randomly sel4cted Sojentifo Cous

1. *N.H, Winstead, J, Q. Wells & W. W. Reid, BOTRYTIS IN PEPPER (CAPSICUM
RTEPCENS) s3=3S6s & ON YOUNG PLANTS P THE FIELD, Z Ds. Raorter,

Volume Z No. 3, p. 98al,98Z, Augst 15, 1958.

2. *J. C. Robrnso' & . . Barhart, INTER ATIONSHIPS BETS'N DRIED CORN
*DisILE 401PBLIS 4- CERTAIN MINSRW~ IN TH PREVENTION OF PAPYAKERATOSIS

IN WI1, (Abs) AON& Science, Vol, 17, No. 4, p. 1184, November, 1958.

3. MINNESOTA DSPARTM2I OF AGRICULTURE, DAXY FOOD SECTION OF FEED &
CONTROL, Foriliser Anases 1 RegIstration' 1958, St. Paul, 81 p.

4 *3, H.'MqNaly & AI W. Bru , OBSERVATIONS ON VO!I MOLDING, Poultry
ce, Vo;. 37, No, 5, P, 1.225-6, September, 1958.

5. *. 0. O Jdsuit1, EFECTS OF 0QL0C1INS & DM OLCINE ON DEVIWPMENT OF
THE FIT FLY. WSOPILA MELANOAOSTA", ob.., Vol, 131, No. 3,
p. 558.9, Sepkmber, 1938,

6. * E 3. Templeton, EFFECT OF TOXIC METB3OLITES FROM FUSARIUM MONILIFORME
ON 031tINATION OF 5ARLEY, Dssertati.on Abstraota, Vol. 19, No, 7, P. 1535-6,
Ji axy 1939!

7. 0. . Peterson, AGRICULTURAI ACTIVITIES OF U.S. OPERATIONS MISSION IN
ISRAEL, Israel 4S , g, Vol. '9 No. it p. 40-64, December 1958.

8.0. Do Lotto, THI POEUDOCOCCIP*X (HON:0OQQOIDSZA) 033CRIB~oD BY C. K. BRAIN
rOM SOUTH AFRICA BRITIOH MV=J (NATURAL HISTORY), Biish Entomolog,
Vol. 7, No. 3, p, 77-120, August 1958.

9. J. P. Latham, THE PT$ANCE RELATIONS OF CROPLAND ARAs 'IN PENNSYLVANIA
the f o...... Gogo . Vol. 8, No. 3, p. ,.

10. J. P. Cooper, THS NETIC STRUCTURE OF AT3RA$S STRAINS AND ITS IMPLI4
04U0. FOR HOAE PLANT BREDIN0, 4, Vol. 12, No. 3, P. O0,u gast 1938.

l. l.. L. A. gban & C. 'J. Lip, EFFECTS OF LDM( ADDITIONS ON pH & BAE SATURATION
OF OIV WESTERN ORON SOILS, Soll Science, Vol. 86, No. 5, p. 271-5,
November 1958.

, D, H. Van Slogteren, SOME RECT DEVELOPMENTS IN INDEXING VIRUS INFECTED
POTATO PLANTS IN THE W MET ANDS, (as) . e.9an Potato Journal, Vol.
36. No. 8, p. 3o3..4, Auguat. 1958.

1i.. P, F. 0Grfin, UFMAN IMPACT ON AORICULTURE IN SANTA CLARA COUNTY, CALIF.
(Abs) tsAs, . iaaioM GeoraD , Annals S' thl /Aeigai Association of

ph 'Vol. 48', to. 3, p,,256, September,198
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14. E. T. Relf, DZDE1U4INATION OF DRY SUBSTANCE IN )S)LASSS & MABSECUITES,
Qmeenlsan Sooit gf Sua TegbolW r Proei~,N.2,p 8-93, 1958.

15. H. Ris, ClOOSOME STRUCTURE. S!KPSZUM, Qwca Bas.s of Hereditz =6
P. 23-69, Pub. 1957.

16. J. W, Bailey, 3 WAYS TO GET RID OF LICE AND MITES, E9iRJ&3 Tribune, Vol.
65, No, 2, p. 62-3, February 1959.

17. I. Watson, 4-H LIVESTOCK JUDGING MANUAL: BMW' CA2!TLE-SHEEP-SWINE-DAIRY
CXTL, New Mexico AgrWcutUr Coflee, rtension 2. No. 294, p. 26,
March 1939.

18. W. Burniston, THE DESIGN & DEVELPMENT OF THE ALUMINUM ALLOT MILK CAN,
Dar Industry, Vol. 23, No. 11, P. 826-9, November 1958,

19. Tefertiller, K., W, B. Black & L. Tweeten, MARKETt PRICES FOR OKLAHOMA
BROOM CORN, Oklahoma Agricultural Experiaent Statl.,n B, No. 23P, Dec. 1958.

20. J. R. Piening, REPORT ON MALT BEVERMDS, SI1WPS, SZTRWTS & BREWING MAEIALS,
Agoc Off A& 2hI Vol. 42, No. 2. 'P. 330, Mayt 1959.

21. R. Sohessler, THE FLOO)R OF VANILLA,, Mericas. Vol. 11, No. 8, p. 13-16,
August 1959.

22. Institute of Food Technologist, VWA TRAINING SWULW A 4-YEAR FOOD TECH-
41D1 MMMUI RECEIV?, SUMKARW~ EORT ON THE EDCATIONAt ,CNFERENCE
NDNTICEL10 ILL-., NAY 1958, L22d Tjo, o. 2 o.9 p -8
13-14, Septainber 1958. ooyVl.19N*9pe78

23. R. R. Davies, DNAMMD OF CONDIA, BY CLOUD DMPIETS, 1"t~e (London),
Vol. 183, No. 4674, P. 1659, June 13, 1958.

24. Re Johnson, MIT1 M0W CAGW? IN CONJ PRICE SWIEZ FEAR FURTHER COST
INCREASE, AM Swe Stzad Vol. 42, No. U., P. 11, *11ri 1959.

25. C. William, HOW DAIRYIG IN INDIA CAN BE DEMlOED?, Radras, Id.
kmJxa 17, p. 23-5, March 1959.
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APPENDIX Q (oon't.)

ASTRONOMY

1. *G. Wallerstein, NOTE ON THE BEHAVIOR OF THE RV TAURI-TYPE STAR No. U.,
IN MESSIER 2, Astronomical Journal. Vol, 62, p. 168, 1957.

2. *W. Palmstorfer, AN AUSTRIAN AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHS A BRIGHT METEOR, Sky
& Telescope, Vol. 16, p. 301, April, 1957.

3. SYMPOSIUM ON RADIO ASTRONOMY, Coiionwealth Scientific & Industrial
Research Organization Radiophysics Laboratory, Sydney, September 1956;
Melbourne, 1957. (

4. *1. King, THE DYHANICAL LIFETIME OF A STAR CLUSTER, AstronomLcal Journal,
Vol. 62, p. 144, 1957.

5. *S. F. Singer, THE EFFEOF METEORIC PARTICLES ON A SATELLITE, Ameriem
Rocket Society, No. 307, p. 1-22, 1956.

6. *H. M. Johnson, THE KINEMATICS & EVOLUTION OF POPULATION I STARS, Publi-.
cations of the Astroomica1 Soie f the Pacific, Vol. 69, p, 54-1 957.

7. Y. Nakagawa, EXPEHI{ENTS ON TiB INHIBITION OF THW(AL 0ONVECION BY A
MACNETIC FIBU, Prooeedings of th._e & t , Series A, Vol, 240,
p. 108-113, 1957.

8. C. 0. Hines & E. t. Vogan, VARIATIONS IN THE INTRINSIC STRENGTH OF THE
1956 QUADRANTID METEOR SHO;M, Canadian Jorn Lf Physics, Vol. 35,
p. 703-711, 1957.

9. E. ., Long, TRACKING THE SATELLITE, Nature Magazine, Vol. 50, No. 3,
p. 15-5, 162, 1957.

10. G. Keller, STUDIES OF THE BFNAVIOR OF STELLAR SHADOW PATTERNS, Journal of
the Otical Soci of America, Vol. 47, P. 1047, 1957.

11. 0. C. Soorgie, ON FREE MOTION IN THE GRAVITATIONAL FIELD OF THE EARTH,.
Quarter N of Mechanics aqi Amlled Matheatics, Vol. 10, p. 494-9,

I .- E.% Rabe, FURTHER STUDIE- ON THE ORBITAL DEVELORMET OF PLUTO, Astro sical
Journal, Vol. 126, p. 240-4, 1957.

4. M. W. Mayall, VARIABLE STAR NOTES, &=ERICAN AWSOCTATION OF VARIABLE STAR
OBSERVERS, J % &I kdaln cul At G Vol. 51,
p. 109-12, 165-8, 219-222, 259-62, 308-11, 353-6, 1957.

14. K. M. Yoss, OBJECTIVE-PRI1 MUJIVAI XlT WDTHS OF FA.RLY-TYPI STARS,
Astronomical Journal, Vol. 62, p. 42, 1957.

15. D. B. McLaughlin, RECENT CLOSE APPROACH OF Aci, Science, Vol. 125,
p. 893-894, 1957.
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16. . I. itohell, PHOTOELECTRIC OBTSVAIONS OF URANUS & NEP UN,. bi-
tn of the ,a ofm aeo~ic, Vol. 69, p. 56-8, 1957.

17. W. P. Bidelmen & A. McKellar, DOUBLE LINES IN THE SPECTRUM OF
CASSIOPEY S, P Of As tronomica of the Paific,
Vol. 69, p. 31--40,1957.

18. J. T. Jefferies & F. Q. Orraa., THE INTEPRTATION OF BAIMIR LINE PROFILES
IN SOLAR PROMINmCKS, ic Jon, Vol. 62, p. 143-4, 1957.

19. P. C. Keenan & J, L Vright, N THE SPECTRAL TYPE & LUMINOSITY OF V
a , Publications of the A no1al Societv of the Paciftc, Vol. 69,
p. -57-8, 1957.

20. S. Chandrasekhar, THE THEME INSTABILITY OF A ROTATIG FUID SPHERE
HEATED THIN 17., Phl o M i _, Vol. 2, p. 1282-4, 1957.

21. X-R UISS DE DURING SOLAR ARM8, S. Tele , Vol. 16, p. 223, 1957.

22. H. K. Eichhorn, SYSTRUTIC RS IN THE HEMSINGVORS ZONE OF THE CARTE
DU CIEL, A J , Vol. 62, p. 142, 1957.

23. G1OPHrSICS MWPOSIU ON & TEMEZ9TRAL RU.ATDNSHPS, Proeqjs
of the f 2 S genoeu -U.S.., Vol. 43, p. 1-10, 195.

24. L. Hersberg, THE WAELR TH ISPLA WS OF SOME INFRARED LINES BET
LIB & Cm OF THE SON, Jour nal f Pmysiaos, Vol. 35, P. 766-76 1957.

25. L. A. Pars, INEWALITIES 00RING IN THE RESTRICTED PROBLE OF THREE BODIES,
agf the Rai~ e Vol 32, p. 355-6 1957.
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BIOLOGY

1. *Hubert Frings & Mable Frings, NOTES ON REARING THE MOTHS, CISSEPS,
(SCEPSIS) FULVICOLLIS (HBN) & OTENUOHA VIRGINIA, (CHARP.) IN THE
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APPENDIX XVIII

AN INTUITIVE COMPUTER LEARNS AN ELEENT OF GRAMMAR*

D, G. G.Usr n

Department of Psychology Indiana University

Many approaches to problems of information storage and retrieval and

mechanical translation include computer programs for classifying words as

parts of speech. Existing computer programs with this aim have the form

of scientific predictions: classifications are predicted deductively from

dictionary and context information by means of grammatical rules that repre-

sent hypothesis or knowledge concerning regularities in linguistic behavior.

The present study investigates an application of a program which allows the

computer to make classifications intuitively rather than deductively. The

computer becomes a self-organizing system whose output of decisions is

intuitive in the sense that it does not depend upon (the programer's) prior

knowledge or guesses concerning the relevant empirical laws. The program is

based upon a statistical model, multiple conditional probability, that is also

a theoretical model of human intuitive judgment and of learning. The model

and the primitive form of computer in which it is programmed for this study

were described earlier (1, 2). The computer which utilizes programs of this

type is called EMA, signifying Empirical Multivariable Matrix Analyzer.

The present investigation is a miniature, a methodological experiment to

determine the feasibility of applying the EMMA principle to certain problems

of linguistic analysis. The problem of classifying words as parts of speech

was chosen from among other linguistic problems in part because conventional

This research was sponsored by Rome Air Development Center, U.S. Air Force,
under contract No. AF 30 (602) - 2185 with Indiana University; F.W. Householder
Jr., Principal Investigator, and J. Lyons, Coordinator.
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techniques do not provide a simple solution to it and in part because its

characteristics are well suited to the requirements of a test of EMMA.

There is a clear and practical problem of prediction and, since the classifi-

cation of words as parts of speech can be done with a minimum of disagreement,

questions of criterion reliability may be ignored. Kaplan found (3) that for

reducing ambiguity in the meaning of words, a context consisting in two

preceding and two following words is approximately as effective as the full

sentence in which the word occurs. This suggests that it is not entirely

unrealistic to attempt the part-of-speech classification form the four-word

context to which we are effectively limited in this study by the small data-

handling capacity of the primitive form of DMOA that we chose to use. If

more context is necessary we should obtain some rotion of the amount required.

EMA in this zbtdy consisted in 500 marginal punched cards, five

needles, and pencil and paper, manipulated by a very conscientious young

woman, Miss Henrietta Chen. The EMMA principle can be programmed for faster

operations upon a larger corpus of data in a conventional electronic compu-

ter, but in such computers the operations that mediate the predictions are

covert, like those we call mental in man. In this exploratory study it

seemed desirable to become thoroughly acquainted with the mediating operations

by watching them as they occurred. In our primitive DMA most of the impor-

tant ones take place slowly and in the open.

The basic principle of EMA is multiple conditional probability. Events

are oonsiered as points in n-classification space and stored in a memory

as computer words in which a digit-position represents a classification (a

mutually exclusive and exhaustive set of classes) and a digit represents a

class to which an event is assigned. If information concerning one or more
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classifications of an event is absent or ambiguous (as is often the case in

this study) the event is stored as a computer word in which more than one

digit occurs in a given position; such events appear in the memory as regions

rather than as points. Given a partial or ambiguous description of an n-

classtficational event, i.e., an event specified by one or more classes in

each of n - m classifications, a prediction of the most likely class of the

nth classification for that event is obtained by searching the memory for

computer words that are identical in the classifications that are specified,

examining the assoqiated distribution of cases in the nth classification and

(ordinarily) predicting the class contain~ng the greatest frequency. If the

number of identical part-words found in the memory is insufficient for reliable

prediction the number of cases in the distribution may be increased by examin-

ing similar part-words, e.g., words that match in n,;- m - 1 classifications.

Method

In the present application of the EWMA principle, the events are words

in a text, each specified in the memory by six classifications, namely the

part (or parts) of speech indicated by a dictionary for five consecutive words

in a text together with a linguist's classification of part of speech for one

of the five. The problem assigned to EMMA was to predict the linguist's

classification of a word (presumably a correct classification), given the

dictionary classifications of that word and four adjoining words.*

Using similar. programs predictions were made for each word in each of

the five positions in sets of five words so that it was possible to compare

the accuracy of predictions based on each of five different contexts, there

*0

Appreciation is due to Miss Beverly Hung, the linguist who, by providing
the correct ela-i fications, contributed to EKA's training.
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consisting respectively in four following words, one word preceding and three

following, two words preceding and two following, three preceding and one

following, and four preceding. Predictions were also made by combining data

from two or more context configurations, so that the study provides information

concerning the effects of both amount and kind of context on predictive

accuracy. The major independent variable in this study, however, is the size

of the memory, defined as the number of stored events utilized in making a

predicition from a single context. Predictions for a set of 116 words are

made with memory sizes of 99, 199, 299, 399, and 499 events. The procedure

is closely analogous to that of a human learning experimn* in which the accuracy

of judgment of some characterisitic of complex situations is tested after vary-

ing amounts of experience in similar situations for which the correct judgment

has been indicated.

The material upon which the program operated was an arbitrarily selected

text of some five hundred consecutive words in Karl Stumpff's Planet Earth

(4, pp. 23-25).

•TIwumw conception, that the fixed stars are distant suns, began

to be accepted at about the same time as the heliocentric theory of

the solar system. At the end of the eighteenth century Frederick William

Herschel, who studied the fixe4 stars with his giant refleeting tele-

scopes, tried to estimate the size and shape of the stellar system. As

a basis for his investigations, he assumed that in the part of space

occupied by fixed stars they are distributed in fairly unifotm density.

By counting all the stars that appeared in certain areas within the

range of his most powerful telescope, he created a relative scale for

the depth of the stellar system - at least in his "selective field."

By means of these calculations he came to the far-reaching conclusion
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that the fixed stars occupy a lens-shaped space of great magnitude, and

that the borders of this galazy are formed by the Milky Way, itself

made up of a great cluster of extremely remote stars. He assumed,

moreover, that our sun is situated near the center of the Milky Way,

whereas present-day astronomers have reached the conclusion that the

sun lies far away from this center.

Of course Herschel was not able to make any precise statements

concerning the true size and extent of the fixed star system. His

telescopes were very powerful for the times, but they were still far from

reaching the faint stars which are seen with the biggest modern telescopes.

Furthermore, he had only a vague idea of the distance of even the nearest

and brightest star. If we assume that the luminosity of the stars is

approximately that of the sun - a supposition that is certainly incorrect

as far as individual stars are concerned, and can only be applied to an

average of certain type of stars - then we must conclude that the

distance of even the nearest star is enormous when measured by the scale

of the solar system.

It was not until 1837, fifteen years after HerschelJs death, that

Friedrich Wilhelm Bessel, an astronomer from Konigsberg, succeeded in

measuring accurately the prespective displacement, or parallax, of a

fixed star (Fig. 7). Bessel used a newly invented instrument of the

greatest precision, the heliometer. It is now known that former

experiments had failed because they were directed at the brightest

stars, which are not necessarily the nearest. Meanwhile, a further

discovery was made: the fact that the fixed stars are not fixed but

travel through space, though their motion is hardly perceptible be-

cause they are so remote, Knowing this, Bessel sought out a star that
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was near enough for the parallax to be observable -- and made his search

not among the brightest stars but among those which showed "proper

motion." Of these he noticed one in particular, a faint star (No. 61

in the constellation Cygnus) whose annual deviation on either side of

the central position is up to 0.33 -- in other words, about one 5,4OOth

part of the angle at which we see the diameter of the full moon. From

this, the distance of 61 Cygni could be calculated as more than 60

million million miless Its light, traveling

Coding:

Each word and internal punctuation mark in the selected text was assigned

one or more numerals in the following code according to its classification as

one or more parts of speech in the Thorndike L Senior Dictionary. This

operation provides Dictionary codes.

1. Noun (including pronouns)

2. Verb (transitive, intransitive and auxiliary)

3. Adjective (including definite and indefinite articles)

4. Adverb

5. Preposition

6. Conjunction

7. Miscellaneous (including all other parts of speech and internal
punctuation but not the final period of a sentence)

In carrying out the coding operation, specific questions arose and in each

case an arbitrary rule uas formulated and followed in subsequent cases of the

same kind. Rules uere restricted to those that can be programmed on a con-

ventional computer. These rules follow:

1. A final period is not treated as a word (though, since sentences

are programmed as separate units, the final period is used
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elsewhere in the program).

2. If a word containing affixes, e.g., *stars", does not appear in

the dictionary, the stem form ("star") is used and the affixes

are ignored. (This rule obviously results in the loss of infor-

mation contained in affixes, but to use this information it

would be necessary to resort to algorithms and a deductive pro-

gram, which is against our principles in this study, or to

increase the amount and complexity of the information used by

EK4A in her intuitive predletifnts,. which was not expedient. If

EMMA is ever used in practive there would certainly be no objection

to supplementing her intuition with logic and any relevant and

available empirical laws.)

3. All capitalized words not found in the dictionary are coded as

nouns.

4. llnumerals are coded as noun (code) and adjective (code 3)

since their word equivalents, e.g., "two", are so classified in

the dictionary.

5. Multiple-word technical terms such as "fixed star" are treated

as two single words, e.g., "fixed" and "star".

6. Hyphenated words are treated as single words if found as combin-

ations in the dictionary; otherwise as two words, ignoring the

hyphen.

Each word and internal puxwtuation mark was also assigned a single code

representing its classification as a part of speech by a linguist applying her

best judgment to any and all available information. This operation provides

the linguist's (or correct) code.
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Punching

Five hundred vitgle-hole marginal pinched cards that provided 39 holes on

one side were used for the memory. One card was punched for each sequence of

five consecutive words in a sentence, word 1 to 5 on the first card, 2 to 6

on the second and so on. Note that the number of cards il four less than the

number of words in a sentence, with the result that, for example, the first

100 cards contain information concerning 116 words. There are exactly 100

words in each of the five positions. Seven consecutive holes were assigned to

each word, each hole representing one code number. Holes corresponding to the

dictionary code (or codes) of each word were notched. The linguist's coding

and, for convenience, the word itself, were written below the space assigned to

each word. Additional information, useful in sorting operations but not

necessary for the program was punched elsewhere.

PreditoIm- Programs and Procedures

The part-of-speech classifications made by the linguist for the first 116

words in the text were predidted under 4 5 conditions, corresponding to the 25

combinations of five positions or contexts and five memory sizes, together

with 20 additional conditions obtained by combining data from more than one positiot.

The predictim program for words in the first position made with a 99-event

memory will serve as an example. The program has three branches.

Branch Is If the word has a single dictionary code, that code is the prediction.

Branh 2t If the word has more than one dictionary code and appears in the

first position (is the first word in a consecutive set of five words in a

sentence), the memory is searched for all other events which match that event

in any combination of the dictionary codes for its five component words. For

these events the distribution of linguist's codes (for the words in the first

position) is compiled. The predictew is the modal code in this distribution.

If these is more than one mode there is, of course, more than one prediction.
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Example or procedure in Branch 21

The first word in the text, "The", appears in the first position on a

card carrying the following info mation: (Each card actually represents

five events, one for each. positiOn,)

Word The new conception. (comma) that

Position 1 2 J. 4 5

Dictionary codes 3.4 3.4 1 7 1.3,4.6

Linguist's code 3 3 1 7 6

For the event that consists in the dictionary codes and the fii:t-positiA

linguist's code there are 16 possible combinations of the dictionary codes

of the five component words, 33i71, 43171, 34171, 44171, 33173, etc. A

five-needle sort for each combination drops all cards representing events

with a matching combination of dictionary codes. The predicted classifi-

cation for the word "the" is the modal code in the distribution of lin-

guist's codes in the first position on the dropped cards. The card for

which a prediction is being made is not included in the distribution so

that 100 cards provide a memory of 99 events. It is perhaps obvious that

once the sort has been made it is economical of time to examine the distri-

bution of linguist's codes in the other positions, i.e., to obtain the

second - -osition prediction for "new", the third-position prediction for

"conception" and so on.

Branch 3: If the word does not appear in the first position (which is the case

for the last four words in each sentence, a total of 16 in the first 116 words

of the text), the dictionary code or codes is the prediction.

Similar predictions were made for the same 116 words in each of the five

positions and the process was repeated after adding 100, 200, 300, and 400

events to the original memory of 99.
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Predictions were scored as follows: for each word, if there is a single

modal prediction that agrees with the linguist's coding of that word, the

score is 1.0. If there are two modal predictions and one agrees, the score

is .5, if three and one agrees, the score is .33, etc. If no prediction agrees

with the linguist's coding of that word, the score is 0. An average prediction

score was obtained for each combination of position and memory size.

Additional predictions were made by pooling distributions of linguist's

codes for the same words in more than one position. Combined-position pre-

dictions were obtained with each of the five memory sizes with the following

combinations of positions: 1,5; 1,3,51 1,2,3,4,5; and 2,3,4. Predictions

were tha modal codes as before, and were scored in the same way as those for

single-position predictions. Branch 3 of the program was not used in combined-

position predictions whenever at least one single-position prediction was

obtainable for all words by means of Branches 1 and 2. In the case of the

combination of positions 1 and 5, for example, Branch 3 is not used since

predictions for the first four words in a sentence are obtained from position

1 data and for the last four words from position 5 data; computer predictions

(Branch 2) are possible for the intervening words. In the combination of

positions 2, 3, and 4, Branch 3 predictions are made 9nly for the first and

last words of each sentence.

A third method of prediction was tried in which single-position predictions

rather than distributions were combined, but this was found to be impractical.

Results and Discussion

The mean scores for the five single-position predictions obtained with

each memory size are shown in Table 1 and Figure 1. The negatively accelerated
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Table 1

Mean scores for single-position predictions of part-of-speech
classifications of 116 words

Position Memory Size
99 199 39 399 499

1 .60 .66 .71 .71 .75

2 .69 .74 .79 .79 .80

3 .65 .71 .76 .79 .79

4 .72 .74 .75 .74 .74

5 .69 .71 .73 .73 .73

Grand Means .67 .71 .75 .75 .76

increase (with sampling deviations) resembles a typical learning curve. As

might be expected, accuracy of prediction varies with the context used in

making predictions. Although the computer improves upon the predictions

obtained from the dictionary (which for the same 116 words scores .67), the

maximum accuracy attained, a score of .80 for position 2, is obviously too

low for practical use.

The primitive form of DIKA used in this study did not permit an increase

in the number of context words used in single-position predictive configur-

ations without a corresponding decrease in the fineness of their classifi-

cation. However, some indication of the effect of increasing the amount

of context information upon predictive accuracy was obtained by combining

predictions for words in two or more positions. Results obtained for

four combined predictions are shown in Table 2 and the grand mean scores

are shown graphically in Fig. 1.
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Naximum accuracy is increased, to .85 for the combination prediction from

Table 2

Mean scores for combined position predictions of part-of-speech

classifications of 116 words

Positions Memory Size

99 199 299 . 99 499

1,5 .69 .74 .76 .78 .81

1,3,5 .70 .76 .81 .83 .85

1,2,3,4,5 .7 .81 .84 .84 .84

2,3,4 .7,4Q .81 .82 .84 .84

Grand means .74 .78 .81 .82 .83

positions 1, 3, and 5, but visual extrapolation to asymptote gives no reason to

suppose that this method of extending the context used in predictions will

provide a usable level of accuracy for any memory size. An alternate is to

base single-position predictions upon larger context configurations. This will

require, of course, a larger memory. To increase the number of context words

used in predicition from 4 to 9 while retaining 7-fold classifications increases

the number of possible configurations by a factor of 2401, from 16,807 (75)

to 40,353,607 (79). Because of the restrictions imposed by gramatical rules

(assuming that they represent actual linguistic behavior) the number of actual

configurations will increase much less rapidly, however. For this and other

reasons a cmmensurate increase in memory size will not be required.

Although the maximum predictive accuracy attained with the limited contet

information used in this study is not sufficient for practical purposes, the

feasibility of the method is demonstrated in principle. The practical question

remains, h@in whether application to the EO(A principle on a larger scale

and with modifications of detail will provide predictions of sufficient accuracy.

It is to be expected that predictive accuracy will he related not only to the
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amount and detail of information used in making predictions, but also to its

character For example, it is obvious that predictive accuracy wou.ld be

improved by use of the affix information that was ignored in the present study.

This information can be Incorporated by means of conventional deductive teohni-

ques as suggested above, or more simply by applying the EMMA principle as in the

present study but utilizing a more detailed dictionary.

Summary

A computer program based on conditional probabilities in used to predict

the classification of words in text as parts of speech from ambiguous dictionary

classifications of those words and a context of four adjoining words.

Predictions are based, not on empirical laws (in this case grammatical rules)

but on examination of regularities in empirical events (linguistic behavior of

a writer) represented in detail in mmor7y. Accuracy of prediction increases

as the size of the muory increases and varies als, with the character of the

context information from which the prediction is made, but the maximum accuraey

obtained in this study was not sufficiently high for the requirements of

practical use, It is proposed to examine predictions based on larger and more

detailed contexts (5).
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APPINDIZ XIX -- ConcerninL the Matching Formulae

First, having 2 clusters in common seems more than twice as significant

as having 1 in common: likewise for 3 over 2. For instance, if n a  5,

nb = 5, nab = 2 the words are more nearly synonymous than if na - 5. nb

nab = 1. So the original contribution does not seem to give us a satisfactory

ordering for our word pairs. At least as long as we use more or less normal

thesauri, taking the nabth root seems to be the simplest modification, giving

us the word pair ordering which we think we want, This modification does

not change the rankings for fixed nab - ex. na = 5, nb 
= 10 still ranks

even with naJ, % = 7 for each corresponding value of nab. The effect of

the new formula is to raise and flatten the graph for nab = 2 -- more so

for nab - 3. Thus s, for nab = 3. na = 5, nb 
= 5, is times as large as for

nab = 1; for na = 7 =nb, nab - 2 sis 3 times as large as for nab =1

and for nab = 3 is 5 times as large.

Secondly, the subject-predicate division may be inadequate. Predicate

adjectives and objects seem to be at least as important as verbs and more

important than adverbs. This suggests a division of the sentence into 5, V

and P-O with adverbs designated V2. Unfortunately there is no simple

geometric schema. for this since a line cannot have more than two sides to

its origin. Nevertheless, with the proper equivalences, the sene table as

before will suffice. Another question: adjective modifying subject is

often interchangeable with verb or object - should it always receive a lower

rating?

Thirdly, we have a FLEX rating L and semantic rating s giving us a
rating for syntactic structure similarity and ae!ii nearness. We have

no rating for relative information content. umyo component, Pllnt, atc.

receive a semantic proximity rating of 1 for a p.,rfect match and a FLEX
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rating of 1 if one of them is a subject in both question and text sentence;

yet diet matches nutrition with only a .38 semantic rating and even on a

Pl to P2 flexing get rated only a .63 for a value in the sentence of only

.37 compared with the words of low information ount which may contribute 1.

So, we are experimenting with rating w on information content,!. Some

suc0ess has been achieved with the following content formla

a+ -

na +1

which is just Mmet42 mean between n and nb a 1, the minima number ofarithmetio mean a

semantic cluster memberships. (Thus it is never greater than unity.)

Given a word ai in the question sentence and a word b in the text

we would compute si, c, & f and then the total rating of the word as

to its importance or information value v relative to the question would be:

Vii cicjsifij.

Clearly, the new formula does not alter the relative value I of words,

for fixed na, nb.- etc. a perfect match for na a 3, nb 0 3 is still 3 times

what it is for nab l, and nab = 2 is still 2f times as much. However,

nab = 1 , na = 2, n= 3 gives the same value as nab - 1 . na - l, nb 5 and
nab = 3 , na = 7, n = 7 as far as relative information value is concerned.

Fourthly, the denominator is the formula for t, i.e. the

geometric mean of the number of words in the sentence, is s unrelated to

our manner of rating that it may be possible for a sentence to be rated

above 1. Worse, the explicit answer to the question may easily be a 20

word, unbroken sentence with only a few words corresponding to the ques-

tion. We are currently experimenting with the following kind of formulae
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V ij and 'i V
T -- T =

ii.~~~% .Vj 3 ~- .IX V)

where Pij is the cmputation of the perfect matches in the question with

itself and I max (v j) is to be interpreted as the maximum of the perfect

flex matches of the question.

We are well aware that accurate evaluations of our corpus sentences

with respect to the question is probably not feasible - in fact we almost

assume not. We do want to maximize the output ratio infora ras

as well as the ratio 4 fortiinopus It is also important that the

1st ratio be very high at the beginning of the output and that it be low

only when the questioner probably has sufficient information. Our experience

so far indicates that we often have more than one chance to retrieve a given

infoxAhaton paragraph - especially if one of the tonic sentences is vaguely

worded. Also high information sentences may oe more specific in theii language

than low information sentences. It is also possible to put questions in more

than one format.

Even with the above suggestions and even if they work, we run into big

junk troubles. When a person asks about navigation on a Rdticular river,

how can we avoid giving him information on each of the world's rivers? Or

if he wishes to know about a certain kind of lens, how to avoid giving him

everything? Pronoun use may really add to the difficulty here.

Especially, though, when the questioner is so specific as to use a name,

it seems that we should not even evaluate the sentences of an article which

neither use the name nor a match with the name, (if interested in a certain

astronaut, his ship would be a match).
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A further suggestion is this: (assuming the questions phrased without

excess words): find the best semantic match for each word in the question

senteace which exists in the article under consideration; then multiply

every sentence valuation by a function of those (semantic?) matches - i.e.,-

by a measure of the maximum probable relevance of the article as a whole to

the question.

This is another advantage of having the articles or chapters indexed

by cluster number rather than having sentence numbers so indexed.

This example illustrates the sensitivity of the sentence ranking to the

form of the denominator which is chosen.

R. V. Cook
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. roups of scholars currently working at Rand are carrying out a study
of Russian derivational morphology.

I. Rand Corporation is studying Russian from the viewpoint of word-formation
processes,

N. A group study of Russia has been brought to the attention of scholars.

word n cluster numbers (Hartrampf + additions)

group 3 .87 146K, 86, 146k

scholar 2 .94 116, 117

work ll .55 144B, 45, 46B, 31, 13, 126A, 13B, 132D, 144E, 147L, 8

current 5 .78 79, 16, 113, 2, 148E

Rand 1 1 Rand

carr 5 .78 24k, 50, 132D, 24E, 24H

study 4 .80 116, IOOB, 114, 19z

morphology 1 1 83

derive 4 .80 49k, 49B, 115, 55B

Russia 1 1 Russia

Corporation 2 .94 146K, 146k

viewpoint 1 1 113

process 1 1 132)

word-form 1 1 83

bring 1 1 i 24A

attend 10 .58 311, 114, 1190, 38, 119E, 5A, 24A, 46B, 118, 1469
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